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Dear Mr. Abel: 

From April of 2004 to October of 2008, I and Schroeder Law Offices, P.C. represented 
and co-represented Gary Harrington in criminal, administrative and civil proceedings arising 
from ponds located on Mr. Harrington's land. Mr. Harrington's land is situated within the Big 
Butte Creek basin in Jackson County, Oregon. This letter is submitted as my expert opinion of 
the Oregon Water Resources Department's regulation of the Big Butte Creek basin and events 
surrounding our representation of Mr. Harrington. 

Background 

The Harrington Ponds and Big Butte Creek. 

Gary Harrington is the owner of real property located within the Big Butte Creek basin 
near the town of Eagle Point in Jackson County, Oregon (the "Property"). In April of 2004, 
Harrington engaged Schroeder Law Offices, P.C. for representation in matters concerning three 
ponds on his property. In 1974, Harrington built the "G.G. Pond" on the Property. In 1997, 
Elkridge Pond was built on the Property, and in 2001 Mr. Harrington commenced construction of 
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H2O Pond. Harrington's ponds are the subject of a long-standing controversy between 
Harrington and the Oregon Water Resources Department ("OWRD" or "the Department") 

Harrington's ponds are located within the Big Butte Creek basin. However, water 
impounded within the ponds is not diverted from a defined watercourse, tributary or spring that 
feeds Big Butte Creek. Rather, the ponds are filled by diffuse surface water that moves across 
the Harrington land as a result of precipitation and snow melt. Mr. Harrington does not have a 
permit to store water in any of his ponds. 

City of Medford Water Supply. 

Springs located at the head of Big Butte Creek serve as the major water source for the 
City of Medford. In 1925, the Oregon Legislature closed the Big Butte Creek water basin to 
future appropriations of water. 1  Notably, the statute is not typical. Only three other 
municipalities (Bend, Portland, and Pendleton) have reaped the benefits of similar legislation. 2  

Under the 1925 Act, the City of Medford "is granted the exclusive right to use for 
municipal purposes all the waters of Big Butte Creek, a tributary of Rogue River situated in 
Jackson County, and of the springs at the head which form the creek, and of its tributaries. The 
City of Medford, any of its officers, and others on its behalf may appropriate all the waters.... "3  

In 1925, the City of Medford submitted application S-10120 to the State Water Board 
shortly after enactment of the withdrawal statute. Application S-10120 predictably sought to 
appropriate "[a]ll of the waters of said Big Butte Creek, its said tributaries and the said springs." 
On September 18, 1925, the State Engineer issued Permit 6884 granting the City of Medford 
"the exclusive right to the use of the waters of Big Butte Creek and of the springs at the head of 
and which form said stream, and of the tributaries of said stream, for municipal purposes, as 
provided in Chapter 166, Laws of Oregon for 1925." Permit 6884 carries a priority date of "May 
28, 1925, the date upon which the law providing for this appropriation became effective." 

Regulation of the Harrington Ponds. 

In 2002, the local watermaster, Larry Menteer, communicated to Harrington that two 
permits were necessary for the ponds then existing on Mr. Harrington's property. In addition, 
Mr. Menteer instructed Harrington that an additional pond construction permit was required for 
the third storage pond being built. Harrington responded by submitting applications to the 
Department for permits indicated by Mr. Menteer. On March 13, 2003, after the public notice 

1  Or. Laws, Chap. 166 (1925); 

2  See ORS 538.420; ORS 538.440; ORS 538.450 

3  ORS 538.430. 
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and comment period expired, the Department issued Final Orders in other than contested cases 
approving Application Nos. R-85360 and R-85361, and issued Permit Nos. R-13547 and R.-
13548. 

Subsequently, the Department reconsidered its March 13 th  Final Orders sua sponte 
pursuant to OAR. 137-004-0080(5). On May 12, 2003, it issued two Final Orders on 
Reconsideration. These Final Orders on Reconsideration denied Application Nos. R-85360 and 
R-85361, and withdrew Permit Nos. R-13547 and R-13548. The Department had concluded that 
the source of the water listed by Harrington as "runoff, a tributary of Crowfoot Creek," was 
withdrawn from appropriation by ORS 538.430 as a tributary to Big Butte Creek. Thus, no 
water was available for Harrington's use. That same day, the Department issued a Final Order 
denying Harrington's Application No. R-85375 to construct a reservoir. 

On June 25, 2003, Harrington filed a written request for the Department to reconsider its 
three May 12, 2003 Final Orders. 4  The Department did not respond to Harrington until the 
following year on March 19, 2004. The Department's letter in response stated that "the 
Department did not reconsider the final orders withdrawing the applications." By that time, 
Harrington's period to seek judicial review of the Final Orders had lapsed under ORS 
183.484(2). 

On April 1, 2004, Watermaster Menteer issued three Final Orders in other than a 
contested case entitled "Notice of Regulation of Water Use" for use of water without a valid 
water right in Harrington's three ponds. On April 6, 2004, the Department, through Watermaster 
Menteer, issued yet another Final Order in other than a contested case in the form of a criminal 
Notice of Violation for two counts of illegal storage of water, two counts of unauthorized water use 
and two counts of interfering with a headgate or use of water denied by the Watermaster. The final 
order included a directive to drain the reservoirs and to leave the gate valves open. 

On April 12, 2004, the Jackson County District Attorney's Office issued information 
against Harrington for two counts of Use of Water Denied by Watermaster, a violation of ORS 
540.710. Harrington thereafter faced criminal prosecution in Jackson County Circuit Court, 
Case No. 04-1788-MI, for two violations of ORS 540.710. On or about this same date, 
Harrington contacted Schroeder Law Offices, P.C. for representation. 

In May of 2004, Schroeder Law Offices, P.C. and I appeared on behalf of Harrington in 
Jackson County Circuit Court Case No. 04-1788-MI. In addition, my firm filed two Petitions for 
Judicial Review. These included Jackson County Circuit Court Case No. 04196OZO (review of 
final orders regulating Harrington's ponds directing gates be opened), and Case No. 041750Z3 

4  Acting without aid of counsel, Harrington's request stated in part "I wish to appeal the decisions made by the 
Water Resources Department asking for further reconsideration and if the need arises a possible judicial review." 
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(review of OWRD's refusal to reconsider final orders). Later in April of 2006, Schroeder Law 
Offices, P.C. filed a complaint on behalf of Mr. Harrington in United States District Court for the 
District of Oregon seeking relief under 42 USC § 1983. 

Schroeder Law Offices, P.C. acted as sole counsel for Harrington with respect to his 
Petitions for Judicial Review and acted as co-counsel in Harrington's criminal case. In August 
of 2006, substituted counsel appeared in Harrington's Section 1983 case in United States District 
Court. 

Harrington's Efforts to Reach a Resolution. 

During our representation, Harrington consistently sought to reach an amiable resolution 
to the pond dispute. As discussed further below, it is my opinion that Medford and the Medford 
Water Commission have primary authority over water use in the basin. I believed Medford 
would have benefitted from the existence of Harrington's ponds in the watershed. The ponds 
facilitated storage and later percolation of the water in late season (August-October) when water 
is needed by the City. In addition, storage of the City's water could be deemed "beneficial use" 
in a manner that would later facilitate receipt of a water right certificate. 

With the assistance of Schroeder Law Offices, P.C., Mr. Harrington prepared and 
submitted a substantial proposal to the City of Medford and Medford Water Commission on June 
23, 2004. The proposal sought easements from the City to store City water in Harrington's 
ponds. Ultimately, the City and Commission took no action on the Harrington proposal. 

It is my understanding that following legal review, the City determined that an agreement 
for the use of Harrington's ponds for storage of municipal water was unnecessary. Medford's 
water attorney, the former Water Resources Director Martha Pagel, also questioned OWRD's 
interpretation of its authority over Harrington's ponds. 6  

Throughout 2005, Schroeder Law Offices, P.C. also assisted Harrington to pursue a 
legislative solution to ORS 538.430's overbroad withdrawal of water. Harrington engaged the 
City of Medford and Department in discussions regarding the amendment of ORS 538.430 to 
address unregistered ponds located in the Big Butte Watershed. This included communication 
with Harrington's legislative representative, Senator Doug Whitsett. 7  The Department and 
Department of Justice were initially supportive, providing feedback on proposals and possible 
language. 8  However, the Medford Water Commission would not support amendment of ORS 

5  See Exhibit A. 

6  See Exhibit B. 

See Exhibits C and D. 

8  See Exhibit E. 
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538.430. As a result, OWRD was compelled to withdraw from any effort to promote legislative 
solution. In addition, the legislature was unable to address this legislation before the session 
ended. Therefore, Harrington's legislative efforts were ultimately derailed by no fault of his 
own. 

Discussion 

Today, the Oregon Water Resources Department deems the Big Butte Creek basin to be 
withdrawn from appropriation for the benefit of the City of Medford. The Department interprets 
precipitation and snow melt on Harrington's land to constitute run-off of Crowfoot Creek, a 
tributary of Big Butte Creek. Based upon this interpretation, and as evidenced in correspondence 
to Harrington, the Department has rejected Harrington's attempt to obtain water storage permits 
for his ponds. The City of Medford, to my knowledge, has never deemed the Harrington ponds 
to be injurious to its water rights. 

The present enforcement proceedings against Harrington are the direct result of what I 
believe to be an erroneous interpretation of law by the Department. It is my opinion that 
Harrington's ponds, which collect diffuse surface water, are outside the jurisdiction of the 
Department and do not require a water use permit. By regulating the Harrington ponds, I believe 
the Department has diverted from its standard practices to unfairly target Mr. Harrington. 

A. 	The Department lacks jurisdiction over diffuse surface water that is "part 
and parcel" of Harrington's land. 

It is my professional opinion that Harrington's ponds are outside the Department's 
jurisdiction. Under Oregon common law, Harrington may collect and hold diffuse surface water 
run-off in his ponds without a storage permit from the Department. At common law, the 
collection of diffuse surface water upon one's land does not constitute an "appropriation" 
because the water is not part of a defined water course. 

OR.S chapter 537 governs the "Appropriation of Water Generally," and requires a permit 
"to make [an] appropriation" of water. OR.S 537.130(1). No statute defines the term 
"appropriate." Hence, the court should look to the prior appropriation doctrine, which preceded 
the Oregon statute that forms the basis of Oregon's Water Code to determine the meaning of 
"appropriate." See Coley v. Morrow, 183 Or App 426, 432, 52 P3d 1090, 1093 (2002) (stating 
that the statutory language must be considered in light of the statutory framework into which it 
was enacted, as well as the preexisting common law). Under the prior appropriation doctrine, a 
water user acquired a water right by making an appropriation of water. See In re Water Rights in 
Silvies River, 115 Or 27, 237 P2d 322 (1925). In Silvies River, the Oregon Supreme Court stated 
that: 

As a general rule, to constitute a valid appropriation of water, three 
elements must exist: (1) an intent to apply it to a beneficial use, 
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existing at the time or contemplated in the future; (2) a diversion 
from the natural channel by means of a ditch, canal, or other 
structure; and (3) an application of it within a reasonable time to 
some useful industry. 

Id., 115 Or at 64-65, 237 P. at 336. Thus, a key component of a valid appropriation is a 
diversion from a natural channel by means of an artificial device or structure. 

The common law defines diffuse surface water as: 

[water] diffuse over the surface of the ground, derived from falling 
rains or melting snows, and continues to be such until it reaches 
some well-defined channel in which it is accustomed to, and does 
flow with other waters. 

Wellman v. Kelley, 197 Or 553, 560, 252 P.2d 816, 820 (1953). In addition, the late Dean 
Chapin Clark in Survey of Oregon's Water Laws, 1973-83 Supplement, 117-18, defined diffuse 
surface water as: 

[W]ater derived from falling rain and melting snows that is diffuse 
over the surface of the earth in no defined channel. Once such 
waters reach some well-defined channel, they cease to be surface 
water and become part of the water course. At this point, they 
become public waters subject to the law of appropriation. (App-3). 

According to this common law definition, then, diffuse surface waters are not subject to 
the law of appropriation until they become part of a defined water course. Under common law, 
general rule is that diffuse waters resulting directly from rain and melting snow may be collected, 
captured, impounded, and put to reasonable beneficial use by the owner of the land on which 
they occur, so long as the water remains on such owner's land. Doney v. Beatty, 220 P2d 77 
(Mont. 1950); .Franklin Cub River Pumping Co. v. W. D. Le Fevre, 311, P2d 763 (Idaho 1957) 
(holding that a party owns and is entitled to "recapture the natural precipitation falling on his 
own land so long as he applied it to beneficial use"); see also Eastern Oregon Live Stock Co. v. 
Keller, 108 Or 256, 216 P. 556 (1923) (upholding landowner diversions of diffuse surface waters 
over the claims of downstream appropriators because the waters were held to be outside the state 
appropriation system). 

Diffuse surface water - water that is derived from falling rains or melting snows and 
diffuse over the surface of the earth in no defined channel - is not subject to Oregon's laws of 
appropriation. This conclusion conforms to the common law recognition that diffuse surface 
water is not subject to the law of prior appropriation until it reaches a defined water channel. 
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Thus, the collection of diffuse surface waters does not trigger the Department's permitting 
requirements because no "appropriation" occurs. 

The overall statutory scheme of Oregon's Water Code supports that a permit is required 
only for appropriations of water from delineated or defined water sources rather than diffuse 
surface waters. For example, ORS 537.140 lists the information that must be included in any 
application for a permit to appropriate water. ORS 537.140(l)(a)(B) requires that each 
application must list "[t]he source of water supply including the name and mailing address of any 
owner of the land upon which the source of the water supply is located[.]" Similarly, the statutes 
that govern reservoir permits require an indication of the source of water used to fill the 
reservoir. See ORS 537.400 to 537.409. These statutes contemplate a requirement that a pond or 
reservoir be filled by a source water body, and that if a pond or reservoir is filled by diffuse 
surface water, permitting requirements do not apply. 

In my professional opinion, diffuse surface waters are not subject to Oregon's 
appropriation law. Oregon statutes do not define the term "appropriation;" therefore, the courts 
must look to the prior appropriation doctrine to determine the definition. Under common law 
and the prior appropriation doctrine, a valid appropriation of water requires "a diversion from the 
natural channel by means of a ditch, canal, or other structure." In re Water Rights in Silvies 
River, 115 Or 27, 237 P2d 322 (1925). Diffuse surface water, however, is not diverted from a 
defined natural channel and thus cannot constitute a valid appropriation. Diffuse surface water 
may be collected, impounded, and put to reasonable beneficial use by the owner of the land on 
which it occurs, so long as the water remains on the owner's land. It follows then that ponds 
filled with diffuse surface water are not subject to the statutory requirements for appropriation. 
These common law concepts are not altered by Oregon's statutory scheme governing water 
appropriation. 

B. 	The City of Medford and Medford Water Commission have primary 
jurisdiction over the unappropriated waters of the Big Butte Creek basin. 

Oregon law declares all water to be public 9  and subject to appropriation for beneficial 
use, as provided in the Water Rights Act." Certain waters are recognized as "private" and not 
subject to public appropriation.' Similarly, various water sources are deemed to be withdrawn 

9  537.110 Public ownership of waters. All water within the state from all sources of water supply belongs to the 
public. 

10 537.120 Right of appropriation; vested rights protected. Subject to existing rights, and except as otherwise 
provided in ORS chapter 538, all waters within the state may be appropriated for beneficial use, as provided in the 
Water Rights Act and not otherwise; but nothing contained in the Water Rights Act shall be so construed as to take 
away or impair the vested right of any person to any water or to the use of any water. 
11 See Henrici v. Paulson134 Or. 222, 425, 293 P. 4240r. 1930 (explaining Legislature's recognition of distinction 
between public waters of a stream and private springs on private lands) . Accord 537.800 (1) "All ditches now or 
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from appropriation by the public. 12  The Legislature has plenary power to control the water of the 
State.' 

The Big Butte Creek basin is an exception to the general rule that "all waters within 
Oregon may be appropriated for beneficial use, as provided in the Water Rights Act. " 14  Under 
OR.S 538.430, basin is legislatively withdrawn from appropriation. 15  However, the Big Butte 
Creek withdrawal is distinguishable from other legislative withdrawals. The statute 
simultaneously grants Medford an exclusive right to use all previously unappropriated water in 
the basin for municipal purposes. Next, OR.S 538.430 lists permissive alternatives by which 
Medford may effectuate the grant: 

1) The City "may appropriate all the waters for these purposes;" 

2) The City "may divert such waters from their watershed and convey them to the city 
and elsewhere for use by it for municipal purposes, either within or without the city 
limits"; 

(Continued) 
hereafter constructed, for the purpose of utilizing waste, spring or seepage waters, shall be governed by the same 
laws relating to priority of right as those ditches constructed for the purpose of utilizing the waters of running 
streams. However, the person upon whose lands the seepage or spring waters first arise shall have the right to the 
use of such waters." 

12 See generally ORS Chapter 538. 

13  Dill v. Killip 174 Or. 94, 103, 147 P.2d 896 (1944) ("The control by the legislative assembly of all the waters of 
the state is plenary except that vested rights therein and thereto may not be affected. "). 
14 537.120 Right of appropriation; vested rights protected. Subject to existing rights, and except as otherwise 
provided in ORS chapter 538, all waters within the state may be appropriated for beneficial use, as provided in the 
Water Rights Act and not otherwise; but nothing contained in the Water Rights Act shall be so construed as to take 
away or impair the vested right of any person to any water or to the use of any water. 
15 538.430(1) "Subject to water rights existing on May 29, 1925, the City of Medford, in Jackson County, is granted 
the exclusive right to use for municipal purposes all the waters of Big Butte Creek, a tributary of Rogue River 
situated in Jackson County, and of the springs at the head which form the creek, and of its tributaries. The City of 
Medford, any of its officers, and others on its behalf may appropriate all the waters for these purposes and an 
application therefor may be made for the benefit of the city, either by it in its own name, or by any of its officers or 
by any other person on its behalf. No person shall appropriate or be granted a permit to use any of the waters except 
as provided in this section, and for the use and benefit of the city. But the City of Medford may, under this grant, 
divert such waters from their watershed and convey them to the city and elsewhere for use by it for municipal 
purposes, either within or without the city limits. All of such waters are withdrawn from future appropriation, except 
for such use and benefit of the City of Medford; provided however, that the Eagle Point Irrigation District may 
establish and use an additional point of diversion below the diversion point in use on April 1, 1953, under its permit 
number 6396 which authorizes the appropriation of not to exceed 100 cubic feet per second." 

' s  See ORS 540.510(3)(a) (providing that "rights conferred by ORS 538.410 to 538.450" to a municipality may be 
applied to beneficial use on lands to which the right is not appurtenant). 
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3) An application "may be made for the benefit of the city, either by it in its own name, 
or by any of its officers or by any other person on its behalf." 

Finally, the statute prohibits OWRD from issuing any permits other than municipal and for the 
benefit of Medford. 

The statute operates as a legislative conferral of a water right to the City of Medford. 16  

Like other water rights, this right to use water constitutes a vested property interest. 17  In effect, 
through ORS 538.430 the Legislature removed the remaining unappropriated waters of Big Butte 
Creek from the public domain. This reasoning supports why the statute, together with the water 
right conferred, is omitted from the scope of the Water Rights Act.' 8  The resulting property 
interest was exclusively granted to the City of Medford. 

Although not required, in 1925 the City of Medford did submit an application to 
appropriate "all of the waters of said Big Butte Creek, its said tributaries and the said 
springs" which had not yet been appropriated to other uses as of the effective date of the law 
(Permit No . 6884, issued to the City of Medford September 18, 1925.) In doing so, the City of 
Medford erased any doubt with respect to its entitlement to all the unappropriated water in the 
basin. 

Based upon the foregoing, it is my opinion that ORS 538.430 divests the Water 
Resources Department of primary jurisdiction over the waters of Big Butte Creek basin, placing 
it in the hands of the City of Medford. The City of Medford, through the Medford Water 
Commission, is the sole entity with the right to divert water from the Big Butte Creek basin for 
new uses. It is the City that is empowered to seek curtailment of adverse water uses in its basin 
which threaten the real property interest granted to the City by the Legislature. While ORS 
538.430 prohibits OWRD from issuing permits adverse to the City's interest, the statute does not 
prescribe OWRD with the affirmative duty of administering the Water Rights Act on behalf of 
the Medford. As indicated under OR.S 537.010, the scope of the Water Rights Act does not 
reach the withdrawn waters of Big Butte Creek basin. 

16 See ORS 540.510(3)(a) (providing that "rights conferred by ORS 538.410 to 538.450" to a municipality may be 
applied to beneficial use on lands to which the right is not appurtenant)(emphasis added). 

17  Skinner v. Jordan Valley Trr. Dist. 137 Or. 480, 491, 300 P. 499 (1931). 

18  See ORS 537.010, omitting ORS 538.430 from inclusion in Water Rights Act ("As used in this chapter, `Water 
Rights Act' means and embraces ORS 536.050, 537.120, 537.130, 537.140 to 537.252, 537.390 to 537.400, 
538.420, 540.010 to 540.120, 540.210 to 540.230, 540.310 to 540.430, 540.505 to 540.585 and 540.710 to 
540.750."); See also ORS 537.120 ("Subject to existing rights, and except as otherwise provided in ORS chapter 
538, all waters within the state may be appropriated for beneficial use, as provided in the Water Rights 
Act...")(emphasis added). 
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In summary, to the extent Harrington's ponds may constitute an "appropriation," the use 
is adverse to Medford's use of water, not the public generally. ORS 538.430 withdraws the Big 
Butte Creek basin from appropriation while simultaneously vesting the City of Medford with a 
usufructuary vested property right to utilize all the withdrawn water for municipal purposes. The 
statute and grant were enacted in 1925 — a date later in time than the Water Rights Act. The 
grant was conferred by the Legislative Assembly which has plenary control over the 
unappropriated water of the State. The statute does not require Medford to seek a permit in order 
to divert water from the basin. The statute prohibits OWRD from issuing any permits other than 
for municipal purposes of Medford. Finally, the statute and grant to Medford are not defined as 
part of the Water Rights Act. In my opinion, it does not follow that the Water Rights Act can 
serve as the basis for criminal proceedings against Harrington. To the extent Harrington's ponds 
are injurious to the City of Medford, it is the City that must act. 

C. 	Regulation of Harrington is contrary to the Department's standard practice 
toward similarly situated small ponds. 

In my opinion, the Department's regulation of Harrington cannot be reconciled with its 
approach to other ponds in the Big Butte Creek basin and elsewhere in the State of Oregon. 
Over the last twenty years of representing water users, my experience with small, unregistered 
ponds is as follows: 

• Within a basin withdrawn from appropriation (such as Big Butte Creek), OWRD's 
unwritten policy is to not regulate and not commence enforcement proceedings 
against landowners with undocumented small ponds. 

• Conversely, OWRD will not grant new storage permits for such ponds. 

It is my belief that OWRD's "no-regulation" policy stems from the vast number of 
unregistered ponds in existence and various legal and factual uncertainties that surround small 
ponds of this nature. Among others, these include: 1) whether the retention of water in a pond 
even constitutes a storage "appropriation" where no water is diverted from a discernible source; 
2) whether certain ponds are natural or man-made; 3) the legal status of ponds constructed before 
Oregon's 1909 water code; and 4) uncertainly as to the legal status of a pond filled with seepage 
or spring water that is exempt from permitting under ORS 537.800. 

While defending against prior criminal and administrative proceedings, Harrington 
conducted considerable research into the proliferation of unregulated ponds within the Big Butte 
Creek Basin. 19  Research by Harrington revealed that the Department recognizes a substantial 

19 See Exhibit F (Affidavit of Gary A. Harrington in Support of Petitioner's Response to Respondent City's ORCP 
47 Motions for Summary Judgment) 
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number of ponds constructed after 1925 as legitimate. The Department does not regulate ponds 
registered with OWRD under HB 2153 (1993) and HB 2376 (1995). 20  If Harrington's ponds 
constitute an impermissible appropriation of water in violation of ORS 538.430, it is my opinion 
that the same must hold true for other ponds constructed following enactment of the 1925 Act. 
Under the Department's rationale for denying Harrington's permit applications, water should 
likewise not be available for other ponds constructed after the 1925 Act. Despite this, OWRD 
has registered and validated multiple post-1925 ponds while simultaneously declaring it 
withdrawn from appropriation for the benefit of Medford. 

20  ORS 537.405 (1) Reservoirs in existence on or before January 1, 1995, that store less than 9.2 acre-feet of water 
or with a dam or impoundment structure less than 10 feet in height, are found to be a beneficial use of the water 
resources of this state. Except as provided in subsection (4) of this section, such reservoirs are exempt from 
regulation by the Water Resources Commission and the Water Resources Department and are not required to obtain 
a permit or certificate under ORS 537.140 to 537.252. 
(2)(a) On or before January 31, 1997, an owner of a reservoir constructed before January 1, 1995, shall provide 

written notification to the department of the existence of the exempt reservoir. The written notification shall include 
the quantity of water stored by the reservoir, the source of the water used to fill the reservoir and a map or drawing 
of sufficient quality and scale to establish the general location of the reservoir by tax lot, township, range and section 
and to the nearest quarter-quarter section. 

(b) Any person who submitted a notice of exemption for a reservoir under ORS 537.141 and qualified for the 
exemption shall be allowed an exemption. 

(3) Within 90 days after receiving written notification under subsection (2) of this section, the department shall 
provide notice of the exemption in the manner the department determines to be the most appropriate. 

(4) Detailed, legally obtained information demonstrating that a specific reservoir exempt under subsection (1) of 
this section should not be exempt shall be submitted in writing to the department on or before August 1, 1997: 

(a)By the State Department of Fish and Wildlife if the reservoir should not be exempt because the existing 
reservoir, including any impoundment structure, poses a significant detrimental impact to existing fishery resources; 
or 

(b)By any person if the existing reservoir should not be exempt because the existing reservoir, including the 
storage or use of the water, results in injury to an existing water right. 

(5) Within 180 days after the department receives information under subsection (4) of this section, the Water 
Resources Director shall determine whether the reservoir results in injury to an existing water right or poses a 
significant detrimental impact to existing fishery resources. The determination of injury to an existing water right or 
impact to existing fishery resources shall be based on verifiable evidence. 

(6) If the director determines that an existing reservoir does not injure an existing water right or pose a 
significant detrimental impact to existing fishery resources, the reservoir shall be exempt under subsection (1) of this 
section. 

(7) If the director determines that an existing reservoir results in injury to an existing water right or poses a 
significant detrimental impact to existing fishery resources, the director shall require the owner of the reservoir to 
take appropriate action to mitigate injury to existing water rights or impact to the existing fishery resources. 

(8) If the director fails to act under subsection (6) or (7) of this section within 180 days after receiving the 
information under subsection (4) of this section, the reservoir shall be considered exempt. 

(9) Nothing in this section shall be construed to allow any owner of a reservoir exempt under this section to 
increase the quantity of water stored in or diverted from such reservoir on or before January 1, 1995. [1995 c.752 
§2] 
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In addition to ponds registered under HB 2153 and HB 2376, numerous unregistered 
ponds continue to exist in the Big Butte Creek basin free of any regulation or interference by the 
Department. Under HB 2376, (ORS 537.405), the status of these ponds is unclear. ORS 
537.405(1) expressly declares small ponds such as Harrington's to be exempt from regulation. It 
states: 

Reservoirs in existence on or before January 1, 1995, that store less than 
9.2 acre-feet of water or with a dam or impoundment structure less than 10 
feet in height, are found to be a beneficial use of the water resources of 
this state. Except as provided in subsection (4) of this section, such 
reservoirs are exempt from regulation by the Water Resources 
Commission and the Water Resources Department and are not required to 
obtain a permit or certificate under ORS 537.140 to 537.252. 

Section (2) of the statute requires pond owners to submit notification of the pond prior to January 
31, 1997. However, qualifying for the pond exemption is not expressly conditioned upon 
filing the notice required by subsection (2). The Department has interpreted otherwise. Yet, the 
Department could just as easily have interpreted Subsection (2) to only subject the water user to 
a potential penalty under ORS 537.990 or ORS 537.992 in the event the January 31, 1997 
deadline was not met. This latter interpretation would give effect to the entire statute by not 
overturning the Legislature's declaration in Subsection (1) that small ponds are exempt. 

Other than Harrington, I am not aware of the Department pursuing criminal charges 
against other similarly situated pond owners. In my experience, for the Department to seek 
criminal sanctions against any water user is rare, especially when no discernible "injury" is 
claimed by another water user and regulatory jurisdiction is questionable. Based upon my 
experience representing water users in Oregon, the Department's pursuit of charges against 
Harrington is out of the ordinary. 

Conclusion 

It is my opinion that the Department has improperly concluded that precipitation and 
snow melt on Harrington's land constitutes water that is subject to appropriation, thus requiring a 
permit for its impoundment. This interpretation is in conflict with the common law prior 
appropriation doctrine, yet neither the Oregon Water Code nor Department rules define "diffused 
surface water" or "appropriation" in a manner that expressly refutes the common law approach to 
diffused surface water. The Department's interpretation nullifies a water use historically viewed 
as part and parcel of the land. In my experience, I have never witnessed the Department target 

21 
See ORS 537.405(2)(a) 
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an individual in the manner it has with Harrington. The lack of clear law with respect to ponds 
like Harrington's in combination with the Department's inconsistent, if not virtually non-
existent, regulation of such ponds largely renders my firm incapable of advising a landowner 
such as Harrington as to whether his actions are illegal. 

Very truly yours, 

SCHROEDER LAW OFFICES, P.C. 

ra A. c oeder 
LAS:wer 

Enclosures 

cc: 	Gary Harrington 
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NOTE: THIS DOCUMENT IS INTENDED TO SERVE AS AN 
OUTLINE AND IS NOT A FIRM OFFER AT THIS TIME 

PROPOSED 
AGREEMENT FOR USE OF RETAINED WATER. 

A. Parties 

This Proposal is presented by Gary A. Harrington and Valerie Harrington, husband and wife, 
and by Michael L. Harrington and Cynthia J. Harrington, husband and wife, ("the Harringtons" 
individually and jointly) to the City of Medford by and through the Medford Water Commission 
("the Commission") on May , 2004. 

B. Subject Property  

This Proposal concerns certain real property owned by the Harringtons ("the Property") 
located at: 

TRS 34S-1E-21 tax lots 900, 1000, and 1100 (172 acres) 
1551 and 1876 Crowfoot Road 
Eagle Point, OR 97524 

C. Background  

On November 27, 2002, the Harringtons submitted to the Oregon Water Resources 
Department (Department) two Applications for Permit to Store Water (See attached Exhibits 1 
and 2, incorporated herein). Those applications concern two of the three ponds located on the 
Property. 

On November 27, 2002, the Harringtons submitted to the Department an Application for 
Permit to Construct a Reservoir. See attached Exhibit 3, incorporated herein. This Application 
concerned a third pond on the Harrington's Property. 

Pursuant to ORS 537.409, the Department provided public notice of application Nos. R•-
85360 and R-85361. A 60 day comment period followed. The Department received no adverse 
comments related to the issuance of permits for those two applications. 

On March 13, 2003, the Department issued a Final Order approving Application No. R-85360 
and issuance of Permit No. R-13547. See attached Exhibit 4, incorporated herein. 

On March 13, 2003, the Department issued a Final Order approving Application No. R-85361 
and the issuance of Permit No. R- 13548. See attached Exhibit 5, incorporated herein. 

On May 12, 2003, the Department issued a Final Order Rejecting Application No. R-83575. 
See attached Exhibit 6, incorporated herein. 
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On May 12, 2003, pursuant to OAR 137-004-0080 (5) which allowed the Department, on its 
own initiative, to reconsider its March 13, 2003 Final Order, the Department issues a new final 
order. This new document is entitled "Final Order on Reconsideration" and orders the denial of 
Application No. R-85360 and the withdrawal of Permit No. R-13547. See attached Exhibit 7, 
incorporated herein. 

On May 12, 2003, pursuant to OAR 137-004-0080 (5), reconsidered its March 13, 2003 Final 
Order, and issued a new final order. This new document is entitled "Final Order on 
Reconsideration" and orders the denial of Application No. R-85361 and the withdrawal of Permit 
No. R-13548. See attached Exhibit 8, incorporated herein. The denial was based upon ORS 
538.430- 

The Harringtons do not agree that their applications are covered by ORS 538.430. Without 
waiving that objection, the Harringtons seek the cooperation, approval, and/or participation of 
the Commission so that Harringtons may obtain a water use permit for the above described three 
ponds. 

D.  Historical Facts 

The three applications concern the following three ponds: 

1. G.G. Pond was built in 1974 and filled with heavy rains late that same year; 

2. Elkridge Pond was built in 1997 and has been filled; and 

H2O Pond, on which construction started in 2001. This pond is currently empty and 
ready, or nearly ready, to fill. 

E.  Public Benefits 

1. The subject ponds have historically served as a source of water for firefighting crews on at 
least three occasions. Butte Falls Volunteer Fire Dept., for example, considers the ponds 
a valuable and accessible source of water during the especially dangerous dry seasons. A 
pipe delivers water from the Property to a road accessible by firefighting units, without 
the need to unlock any gates. Firefighters can open the pipe to fill trucks and tanks with 
water used to fight fires that threaten structures, lands, including watershed land and the 
lives of people, livestock and wildlife. The Property is also accessible to firefighting 
aircraft that can dip into the ponds to draw out water for use during fire emergency 
situations. 

2. Oregon Fish and Wildlife Dept. endorsed the pond applications. The ponds are off 
channel. 

F.  No Adverse Impacts 

1. The only sources of water for the ponds are rain, rain runoff and snow melt from the 
Property. Without the ponds, water for the ponds do not appear to form a defined channel 
until reaching Crowfoot Creek. From the pond location water moves toward Crowfoot 
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Creek, which enters Big Butte Creek just before entering the Rogue River. Thus, storing 
water in the ponds arguably has no adverse impact on the current or future water needs of 
the constituents served by the Commission. 

2. The Department initially approved Application Nos. R.85360 and R85361 and issued 
permits for two of the three ponds. Thus, but for, the City of Medford's statutory 
withdrawal, these permit approvals would not have been withdrawn. 

3. As evidenced by the absence of any adverse comments by the public submitted during the 
60 day comment period (see Exhibits 4 and 5), the public does not object to the issuance 
of permits for Application Nos. R85360 or R85361, or Application No. R85375. 

4. The Harrington's have spent a significant amount of money to successfully bring the dam 
associated with Application No. 83575 into compliance with Oregon's dam safety 
requirements and consistent with a project design that the Department reviewed and 
approved, with conditions. See attached Exhibits 12 and 13, incorporated herein. Thus, 
but for, the City of Medford's statutory withdrawal, the Department would have approved 
Application No. 83575 and issued the third permit sought by the Harringtons. 

G.  Terms 

The Harringtons' propose the following terms as mutual consideration to bind each party to 
this agreement: 

1. The Harringtons agree to assign their interest in the three applications to: "Gary 
Harrington on behalf of the City of Medford" and to amend the requested use to 
"municipal purposes" as required by ORS 538.430. If required by the Department, 
the Harringtons agree to file new applications in the same form as described with the 
changes outlined. 

2. This agreement is conditioned on the Department's issuance of permits for the same 
ponds and dam, under substantially the same conditions as the Permits (Nos. 13547 
and 13548) the Department issued to the Harringtons on March 13, 2003, and under 
substantially the same conditions as the permit sought by the Harringtons for the third 
pond with the upgraded dam (Application No. R-85375). 

3. The Harringtons and the Commission shall execute and convey mutual easements on 
such terms and conditions as set forth in the Mutual Easements document following 
the signatures set forth directly below: 

Gary Harrington 	 Date 	Valerie Harrington 	 Date 

I/I 
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Michael L. Harrington 	Date 	Cynthia J. Harrington 	 Date 

As authorized agent for the Medford Water Commission, and by virtue of delegation, for the 
City of Medford ("the Commission"): 

Signed 	 Date 

MUTUAL EASEMENTS 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF AGREEMENT: 	 , 2004 

PARTIES: 

Gary and Valerie Harrington, 
Husband and Wife, together referred to as "the HARRINGTONS" (individually and jointly) 

Gary and Valerie Harrington 
1876 Crowfoot Road 
Eagle Point, OR 97524 

Michael and Cynthia Harrington 
Husband and Wife, together referred to as "the HARRINGTONS" (individually and jointly) 

Michael and Cynthia Harrington 
1677 Crowfoot Road 
Eagle Point, OR 97524 

M 

The City of Medford by and through its Board of Water Commissioners, together referred to as 
the "the COMMISSION" 

Medford Water Commission 
200 South Ivy, Room 177 
Medford, OR 97501 

III 
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RECITALS 

A. For good and legally sufficient consideration, the HARRINGTONS and the 
COMMISSION have entered into an agreement entitled Agreement for Use of Retained Water 
dated 	 , 2004. 

B. The HARRINGTONS agree to provide the COMMISSION with the following 
easements across the HARRLNGTONS' Property: (1) to flood the Harrington property in the 
existing pond locations; (2) for access to water stored pursuant to Oregon Water Resources 
Department ("the Department") permits (or certificates) in the three ponds; and (3)future 
easements to take the waters stored in the ponds offsite for municipal purposes upon the 
COMMISSION obtaining additional permission from the HARRINGTONS which permission 
shall not be unreasonably withheld and consistent with the requirements of any future offsite use 
permit the COMMISSION might obtain from the Department. 

C. The CONMSSION agrees to provide the HARRINGTONS with the following 
easements on the COMIVIISSION's retained water in the subject three ponds: (1) to access non.-
consumptive stored water for personal recreational purposes, including but not limited to 
swimming, fishing, boating and ice skating; and (2) in the event of a fire emergency, to 
reasonable use of the water for the purposes of fire prevention, control and suppression 
consistent with any permits that may be required for this activity by the Department. 

TERMS 

A. THE HARRINGTON'S GRANT, CONVEY AND PROMISE AS FOLLOWS: 

1. GRANT OF FLOOD EASEMENT: The HARRINGTONS grant and convey 
an exclusive easement, in perpetuity, to flood, inundate and cover with water those portions of 
the HARR1NGTONS' real property identified as pond sites in original Department Application 
Nos. R-85360, R-85361, :` and R•-83575 (See attached Exhibits 1, 2 and 3, incorporated herein) to 
the City of Medford. Such easement is limited to flooding with the maximum acre feet allowed 
by the referenced Department Applications, Permits (or Certificates). 

2. GRANT OF ACCESS EASEMENT: The }IARRINGTONS grant and convey a 
non-exclusive easement, in perpetuity, across those portions of the HARRINGTON'S property 
to the extent reasonably necessary for the COMMISSION and its duly authorized agents and 
contractors to access each of the three ponds and associated dams identified in. original 
Department Application Nos. R-85360, R-85361, and R-83575 or any revised or replaced 
applications. 

3. GRANT OF FUTURE EASEMENT FOR OPERATION AND 
MAINTENANCE: The HARRINGTONS agree to operate, maintain, and repair the existing 
ponds, dams, and water system until such time as the City of Medford obtains offsite use permits 
for municipal purposes from the Department. if permits are issued, HARRINGTON shall 
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transfer operation, maintenance, and repair responsibilities to the City of Medford under such 
further easement or agreement as HARRINGTON and the COMMISSION might negotiate. 
Operation, maintenance and repair may include, but is not limited to the following: 

	

3.1 	The right to excavate to remove, repair, adjust, or replace any part of the 
existing ponds or dams in part or in whole; 

	

3.2 	The right to provide adequate adjacent support for any part of the ponds in 
part or in whole; 

	

3.3 	To right to trim and remove vegetation, including trees up to five (5) inches in 
diameter as reasonably necessary. 

4. GRANT OF FUTURE EASEMENT TO TAKE WATER FOR OFFSITE 
USE: The HARRINGTONS agree to convey a non-exclusive easement, across those portions of 
the HARRINGTONS' property to the extent reasonably necessary for the City of Medford and 
its duly authorized agents and contractors to access, move and transport water from the subject 
ponds pursuant to a further easement or agreement made at the time the Department issues rights 
of use from the subject ponds to the City of Medford. 

5. LIMITATIONS ON EASEMENTS: The access, flood and offsite use 
easements conveyed and granted by the HARRINGTONS above shall not be expanded and is 
expressly limited to the water uses including volumes expressly described in Application Nos. R-
85360, R-85361, and R-83575 or any amended or replacement applications and this Mutual 
Easements. 

6. COST OF OPERATIONS, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR: The 
HARRINGTONS shall be responsible for all costs of operation, maintenance, and repair for each 
pond and dam until the COMMISSION obtains each associated permit from the Department to 
use the stored pond water offsite. 

7. INDEMNIFICATION: The HARRINGTONS agree to hold harmless and 
indemnify the City of Medford and the COMMISSION from and against any and all claims by 
the HARRINGTONS or any third-party for personal injury, property damage, or other injury or 
damage associated with the HARRINGTONS' use of the ponds or of the easements, including 
but not limited to any and all use by the HARRINGTONS' invitees or licensees. 

8. LIENS AND ENCUMBRANCES: The HARRINGTONS will hold the 
COMMISSION harmless from any such liens or encumbrances on the ponds or easements and 
shall either remove the lien or encumbrance by promptly paying the obligation, or shall promptly 
post a bond equal to the lien encumbrance at a title company reasonably satisfactory to the 
COMMISSION. 

B. THE COMMISSION GRANTS, CONVEYS AND PROMISES AS FOLLOWS: 

1. GRANT OF RECREATION EASEMENT BY COMMISSION: The 
COMMISSION as an agent for the City of Medford grants and conveys an exclusive easement, 
to HARRINGTONS, and HARRINGTONS' invitees to access and use the water retained in the 
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three subject ponds for recreational purposes. Such recreational purposes include, but are not 
limited to, the right to swim, boat, fish and ice skate, and to construct and maintain docks, floats 
and rafts for swimming, boating, fishing and ice skating. 

2. GRANT OF WATER. EASEMENT BY COMMISSION FOR 
EMERGENCY FIRE SUPPRESSION: The COMMISSION as an agent for the City of 
Medford grants and conveys a non- exclusive easement, in perpetuity, for the HARRfNGTONS 
to reasonably use water retained in the subject ponds for the purpose of emergency fire 
prevention, control and suppression as may be permitted by the Department. 

3. COST OF OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE: After the COMMISSION 
obtains a Permit from the Department to use the stored pond water offsite, then the 
COMMISSION shall become responsible for all costs of operating and maintaining the existing 
pond, dam and water system associated with that Permit as necessary for the previously 
identified municipal use under such further easement or agreement as the parties might negotiate. 

4. REMOVAL OF MARKETABLE TIMBER: In the event the COMMISSION 
or the COMMISSION's duly authorized employees, agents or contractors remove or damage any 
timber with a diameter greater than eight (8) inches from the easement area, the COMMISSION 
shall promptly pay the HARRINGTONS the fair market value of the marketable timber damaged 
or removed. 

5. PERMANENT STRUCTURES: The COMMISSION shall not place permanent 
structures within the access or flood easement area, including but not limited to structures over or 
on top of ponds, underground facilities including pipelines, or roads. 

6. INDEMNIFICATION: The COMMISSION agrees to indemnify and to hold the 
HARRINGTONS harmless from and against any and all liability associated with or arising out of 
the COMMISSION's exercise of the COMMISSION or its agent's use, benefit or enjoyment of 
rights conveyed to the COMMISSION under this Mutual Easements document. 

7. LIENS AND ENCUMBRANCES: The COMMISSION shall keep the easement 
areas free from all liens and encumbrances. The COMMISSION shall hold the 
HARRINGTONS harmless from any such lien or encumbrance and shall either remove the lien 
or encumbrance by promptly paying the obligation, or shall promptly post a bond equal to three 
times the lien encumbrance at a title company reasonably satisfactory to the HARRINGTONS. 

TERMS BINDING ON EACH PARTY: 

I. 	NOTICES: All notices required to be given under this Mutual Easements 
document shall be given in writing and shall be effective when actually delivered or three 
business days after notice is deposited in the United States mail, certified, postage prepaid, and 
addressed to the party to whom the notice is to be given at the address shown on page one. Any 
party may change its address for notices under this Mutual Easements document by giving 
written notice to the other parties, specifying that the purpose of the notice is to change the 
party's address. 
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2. BINDING EFFECT: All terms in this Mutual Easements document shall be 
binding and enforceable in every respect upon and in favor of any and all legal representatives, 
heirs, executors, administrators and assigns of each party. 

3. ENTIRE AGREEMENT: This Mutual Easements document, together with the 
attached or referenced exhibits and the underlying Agreement for Use of Retained Water dated 

2004 constitutes the entire agreement of the parties as to the matters set forth 
in those documents. 

4. RECORDING: A memorandum of this Mutual Easements document shall be 
recorded in Jackson County, Oregon. 

5. COMPLIANCE WITH LAW: Each party shall fully comply with all applicable 
laws, rules and regulations of the United States, the State of Oregon and Jackson County. 

6. CONSTRUCTION: The parties acknowledge that this Mutual Easements has 
been prepared in a manner which all parties have reviewed the document at each stage of 
drafting, and in the event there is any dispute over the interpretation or construction of this 
Mutual Easements the parties agree that no rule of construction shall be applied which construes 
the agreement against the drafting party. For the purpose of this Mutual Easements, the parties 
shall all be deemed drafting parties and no such rule of construction shall apply. 

7. ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS: In the event either party to this Mutual 
Easements agreement brings any action or suit against the other party by reason of any breach of 
any promise, covenant or other provision in this document, then the prevailing party shall be 
entitled to recover from the other party all costs and expenses incurred in the action, including 
actual attorney fees at trial and on any appeal. 

Gary Harrington 	 Date 	Valerie Harrington 	 Date 

Michael L. Harrington 	Date 	Cynthia J. Harrington 	Date 

As authorized agent for the Medford Water Commission, and by virtue of delegation, for the 
City of Medford ("Commission") 

Signed 	 Date 
1/I 
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STATE OF OREGON) 
) ss. 

County of 	) 

Personally appeared the above named Gary Harrington and Valerie Harrington and 
acknowledged the foregoing instrument to be their voluntary acts and deeds. 

Before me this 	day of 	, 2004. 

Notary Public for Oregon 

STATE OF OREGON) 
) ss. 

County of 	) 

Personally appeared the above named 	 and acknowledged the foregoing 
instrument to be 	voluntary act and deed, as authorized agent for the Medford Water 
Commission, and by virtue of delegation, for the City of Medford.. 

Before me this 	day of 	 , 2004. 

Notary Public for Oregon 
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Based on information received, the use of live flow 

for filling (one fine) the alternate reservoir. 

= • water availabi{ity._^C— -- 
• other restrictions: 

 Will be limited to:__iEiIi 
 

Application for a Permit to 

Store Water 
Alternate Review Process (ORS 537.409) 

use this form for any reservoir storing less than 9.2 acre-feet 
)r with a dam less than 10 feet high. 

Use a separate form for each reservoir 

Please type or print in dark ink. If your application is found to be incomplete or inaccurate, we will return it 
to you. If any requested information does not apply, insert "n/a" 

Landowner:  

Authorizing Agent: 

Mailing Address:.  l 

RECEIVED 
Note 2 7 2002 

W/?TER RESOURCES DEPt 
SALEM, OREGON 

	

Ity 
	 to 	 IN 

Phone:  (L  .b -  7S c1P 	TYS --3 SD I  

	

ome 	 Wor 	 Ot er 

* Fax: 
	

*E-Mail Address: 

* Optional Information 
O .AMN AND SOl1RU  

A. Reservoir Name: 	G2   
B. Source: Provide the name of the water body or other source from which water will be diverted, 
and the name of the stream or lake it flows into. Indicate if source is run-off, seepage, or an 
unnamed stream or spring. 	 - 

	

Source: 	t-A-P/ "6' - - 	-  _ Tributary to:._ 	 SC€   

C. Reservoir Location  

Township (N or S) Range (E or W) Section quarter/quarter tax lot number 

3 L S l  D11 
5u^^ 1, east ^' 10D 

D. County of use  J c_ys tel   

E. Dam: Maximum height of dam:  _ 	___. feet. If excavated, write "excavated" or "0 feet". 

F. Quantity: Amount of water to be stored in the reservoir at maximum capacity. List quantity in 
Acre-Feet: _L L__.•  	 —. 

App. No.  /°C 
For Department Use 
Permit  No. Date 
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Indicate the proposed use(s) of the stored water. NOTE: You may wish to consider filing for `Multipurpose 
use" for your reservoir. Multipurpose use does not limit the types of future uses for the stored water. 
Multipurpose covers all uses including: stockwater, fish and wildlife, aesthetics, domestic, irrigation, 
agriculture, fire protection and pollution abatement. If any use will be out of reservoir use, regardless of 
the type of storage listed, a secondary application must be filed to appropriate the stored water. 

R ECEIVED  
Do you own all the land where you propose to divert, transport, and use water? 

V' 	Yes (Skip to section 5) 	 i4OV 2 7 2 2 

❑ 	No Please check the appropriate box below. 	 WATER RESOURCES DEPT 
❑ I have a recorded easement or written authorization permitting access. SALEM, OREGON 

 a I do not currently have written authorization or an easement permitting 
access to lands not under my ownership. 

List the names and mailing addresses of all affected landowners*- 
N( . ' e 	YtLict"f7trc^ 57 

* If more 
than 25 landowners are involved, a list is not required. Alternative notice may be made. 

A. Ci1=annel: Is the reservoir in stream _  

B. Wetland: Is the project in a wetland? ❑ Yes 
C. Existing: Is this an existing reservoir? %Yes 
place? 	a.q 	years. 

D. Fish Habitat: Is there fish habitat upstream o 
❑ Don't know. If yes, how much? 	d 

_ or off channel 	 ? 

No ❑ Don't know 
❑ No 	If yes, how long has it been in 

the proposed structure? ❑ Yes 	No 
miles. 

E. Partnerships: Have you been working with other agencies? ❑ Yes XNo 
Indicate agency, staff and phone numbers of those involved. Also indicate any agencies that are 
cost sharing in this project. 

MGNATURE  
I swear that all statements made and information provided in this application are true and correct to 
the best of my knowledge. 	 A  

Agent 
	

Date 

Before you submit your application be sure you have: 
• 	Answered each question completely. 

included a legible map which includes Township, Range, Section, quarter-quarter and tax 
lot number. The map must meet map requirements to be accepted. 

• 	Included a land use form or receipt stub signed by a local planning official. 
• 	included a check payable to Oregon Water Resources Department for the appropriate 

amount. 

F̂EE STR 3CTURE: The fee is based on the number of acre-feet proposed to be stored. 
Th  e fee is10 pe Example:per Acre-Foot. Exam 	0.3 AF—$3.0O; 1.5 AF—$15.O0; 20.0 AF.-$100    $  
Maximum fee is $100 for any reservoir storing more than 10 Acre-Feet 	 p^ 
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Application for a Permit to 

Store Water 
Based on information received, the use of live flow 	Alternate Review Process (ORS 537 .409) 
for filling (one time) the alternate reservoir: 
• water availability 	:-- S'y1Gu^ 	use this form for any reservoir storing less than 9.2 acre-feet 
• other restrictions: 	 Dt with a dam less than 10 feet high. 
Will he limited to: 	G — 

Use a separate form for each reservoir 

Please type or print in dark ink. If your application is found to be incomplete or inaccurate, we will return it 
to you. If any requested information does not apply, insert °n/a" 

Landowner: ^'^r 

Authorizing Agen+ 

Mailing Address: 

1 APPEIC NT l N FORMAI1O.N 	 RECEIVED 

NOV 27 2O2 rst 	 L t 
WATER RESOURCES DEPT 

SALEt i ;  OREGON 

Phone:cr!4_  	1^5iO 	Q \\ ( I G  (a 
Yiome 	 Work 	 — Other 

*E-Mail Address: 

*Optional Information 
2. Q  -_ATI0_N_A D_5D11gCE 

A. Reservoir Name: 	 _  

B. Source: Provide the name of the water body or other source from which water will be diverted, 
and the name of the stream or lake it flows into. Indicate if source is run-off, seepage, or an 
unnamed stream or spring. 

Source  :Se C9 	RW*  Tributary to: 	 C^<< 

C 	cr^ry mir f oration 

Township (N or S) Range (E or W) Section quarter/quarter tax lot number 
L J 

	
S  

1 I OD C)  

D. County of use: 	 L L__..- 	/k -    = 	i t 

E. Dam: Maximum height of dam: 	
ti 	

. feet. If excavated, write "excavated" or "0 feet". 	re 

F. Quantity: Amount; of water to be stored in the reservoir at maximum capacity. List quantity in 	:2 1  
Acre-Feet:   

For Department Use 
App. No. OQIO 	Permit No. 	 Date 
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Alternative notice may be made. 

Indicate the proposed use(s) of the stored water. NOTE: You may wish to consider filing for "Multipurpose 
use" for your reservoir. Multipurpose use does not limit the types of future uses for the stored water. 
Multipurpose covers all uses including: stockwater, fish and wildlife, aesthetics, domestic, irrigation, 
agriculture, fire protection and pollution abatement. If any use will be out of reservoir use, regardless of 
the type of sto age Ii ted, a secondary application must be filed to appropriate the stored water.  

4. PROPERTY  OWNERSHIP 	 RECEIVED  
NOV 27 1002 

Do you on all the land where you propose to divert, transport, and use water? ^ 	 UAi1rR RESOURCES DEPT 
Yes (Skip to section 5) 	 SALEM, OREGON 

❑ 	Na Please check the appropriate box below. 
❑ I have a recorded. easement or written authorization permitting access. 
❑ I do not currently have written authorization or an easement permitting 
access to lands not under my ownership. 

A. Channel: Is the reservoir in stream 	 ) . or off channel 	 ? 
B. Wetland: Is the project in a wetland? o  Yes + No ❑ Don't know 
C. Existing: Is this an existing reservoir? ' Yes ❑ No 	If yes, how long has it been in 
place?  	 .  years. 

D. Fish Habitat: Is there fish habitat upstream of the proposed structure? ❑ Yes)No 
❑ Don't know. If yes, how much? 	 miles. 

E. Partnerships: Have you been working with other agencies? ❑ Yes X No 
Indicate agency, staff and phone numbers of those involved. Also indicate any agencies that are 
cost sharing in this project. 

I swear that all statements made and inforjnation provided in this application are true and correct to 
thq-bAst of my knowledge. 1  

	

Agent 
	

Date 

Before you submit your application be sure you have: 
• 	Answered each question completely. 

• 	included a legible map which includes Township, Range, Section, quarter-quarter and tax 
lot number. The map must meet map requirements to be accepted. 

• 	included a land use form or receipt stub signed by a local planning official. 
• 	included a check payable to Oregon Water Resources Department for the appropriate 

amount. 

FEE STRUCTURE: The fee is based on the number of acre-feet proposed to be stored. 
The fee is $10 per Acre-Foot. Example: 0.3 AF —$3.00; 1.5 AF —$15.00; 20.0 AF —$100 
Maximum fee is $100 for any reservoir storing more than 10 Acre-Feet 	
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/o«t 7'L. ,✓l  /  74 	ev. 2114/02 

Application for a Permit to 

'p̂ SCURCF^ p,^^P  

Construct a Reservoir 
Please type 0,-print in dark ink. If your application is found to be incomplete or Inaccurate, 

it will be returned. 

State of Oregon 
Water Resources Department 
158 12h  Street NE 
Salem, OR. 97301-4172 
(503) 378-8455 
www.wrd.state.or.us  

Applicant: 

R ECEIVED 
DEC 11 2002 

WAFER RESOURCES DEPT. 
SALEM, OREGON 

^0. 

RECEIVED 
NOV 2 7 2002 

WATER RESOURCES DEPT 
SALEM. OREGON 

Mailing address: 	" I 	C & u cj 	cAL  

City.  Ck ^-Q V(`9 1 	State 	Zip  

Phone: 	f 	̂ 7S^f 	 sc^ J 	________ 
Home 	 Work 	 Other 

*Fax: 	 *E-Maid address: 

*optional information 

I(We) make application for a permit to construct a 
reT)"^

oir  and store the following described waters of 
the State of Oregon. The name of the reservoir is  	12 ^- 77   

1. SOURCE OF WATER for the 	use: 	 2:i_  
a tributary of `  C  

Ii-  F  

Is the proposed use an enlargement of an existing dam/reservoir? YES 	NO 

If the reservoir is not in channel of a stream, state how it is to be fille d: 
,l t I r-pll c1  .O 	c u M I^t M k-  P- 	A t.t t-' i rtes r•,  

For Department Use 

App. No.  - aS  31  S 
	

Permit No. 	 Date 
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THE USE(s) of the 

DAM HEIGHT AND COMPOSITION: 
The maximum height of the structure will be_ 1 9 -  2 	feet above stream bed or ground surface at the 
centerline of the crest of the dam. 
Note: If your dam height is greater than or equal to 10.0' above land surface AND your reservoir will 
store equal to or greater than 9.2 acre-feet, engineered plans and specifications must be approved prior 
to storage of water. 

The dam will be (check one) Earthfill,Concrete 	• Flash board  _ 	, Other 

If "other" give description: 

3.PRIMARY OUTLET WORKS 
Describe the location and the dimensions of the outlet conduit through the darn: CCS Rc,7 
e.rtco6, p,z uir 	oIl- e et- `_ i1  --ee -a 	- 

NOTE: Most dams across a natural stream channel will need an outlet conduit having a minimum 
diameter of 8 inches or greater. 

4.EMERGENCY SPILLWAY 	 W  { Al e 
 Describe the location and the dimensions of the spillway channel:_ A r`t g c  

6. THE AMOUNT OF WATER to be stored is 	 acre-feet. 
The area submerged by the reservoir, when filled, will be 	q 	_ 	 acres. 

RECEIVED 
7. PROJECT SCHEDULE: (List Month and Year) 

Proposed date construction work will begin 	/O3  -- 01 	 DEC 1  1 20U2 
^z 	r  Proposed date construction work will be completed 	1/ - 1 1 - D 	WAIF M) t1REGON  pr 

Proposed date water use will be completed 	5 	— (? ^j   

Exhibit A 
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8. Are all the lands involved in the diversion, conveyance and use of water under your ownership? 
YES_ NO 

If "no," please list the mailing addresses of the legal owners of all properties involved in the proposed 
development. 	_ 

attach additional sheet(s) if necessary 

9. If you answered "NO" to question #8 above, do you have written authorization for an easement 
permitting access to the lands you do not own? YES 	NO 

10. MAP REQUIREMENTS 
The Department cannot process your application without accurate information showing the source of 
water and location of water use. You must include a map with this application form that clearly 
indicates the township, range, section and quarter/quarter section of the proposed reservoir location and 
place of use. The map must provide tax lot numbers. See the map guidelines sheet for detailed map 
specifications. 

RECEIVED 
11. SIGNATURE PEC  1 1 2002 	RECEIVED 
By my signature below I confirm that I understand: " 	W A1 SALEM, OR GO ER T 	a 	Z  

WATER RESOURCES DEPT. 

• 	I am asking to use water specifically as described in this application. 	 SALEM, OREGON 

• 	Evaluation of this application will be based on information provided in the application packet. 
• 	I cannot legally use water until the Water Resources Department issues a permit to me. 
• 	If I get a permit, I must not waste water. 
• 	Ifdevelopment of the water use is not according to the terms of the permit, the permit can be 

canceled. 
• 	The water use must be compatible with local comprehensive land use plans. 
• 	Even if the Department issues a permit to me, I may have to stop using water to allow senior 

water right holders to get water they are entitled to, and... 

1 certify that the information I have provided in this application is an accurate representation of 
the proposed water use and is true and correct to the best of my knowledge: 

Applicant 	 y 	 -- 	 I -  I 1  0 2
--- 

Signature 	 Date 

Before you submit,your application, be sure you have: T. 
• 	Answered eachuestion completely. 
• 	Attached a legible map which includes township, rang e, section, quarter/c  u_arter and tax lot. 
• 	Included a Land Use information Form or receipt stub signed by a local olacial. 
• 	Included the legal descrip Lion of all the property involved with this application. Y( 	Exhibit A 
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Oregon Water Resources Department 

Water Rights Application 
Number R-85360 

Final Order 

Appeal Rights 

This is a final order in other than contested case. Pursuant to 
ORS 537.409(9), ORS 183.484, OAR 137-004-080 and. OAR 690-01-005, 
you may either petition. the Director for reconsideration of this 
order or petition for judicial review of this order. Any petition 
for judicial review of the order must be filed within the 60 day 
time period specified by ORS 183.484(2). 

Application History 

On NOVEMBER 27, 2002, GARY HARRINGTON submitted an application to 
the Department for a water use permit. Pursuant to ORS 537.409, 
the Department provided public notice of the application in the 
Department's weekly public notice. A 60 day comment period 
followed. 

The Department has not received adverse comments related to the 
possible issuance of the attached permit. 

The Department has received comments from Oregon Department of Fish 
and Wildlife related to the possible issuance of the attached 
permit_ No substantial issues were raised in those comments. 

Water is available for the proposed use as described in the 
attached permit. 

The use, as described on the attached permit, will not injure any 

existing water rights and does not pose potential detrimental 
impacts to existing fishery resources. 

Therefore, the proposed use would not impair or be detrimental to 
the public interest. 

Exhibit A 
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Order 

Application R-85360 therefore is approved pursuant to ORS 537.409, 
and. Permit Number. R-13547 is issued as limited by the conditions 
contained therein. 

DATED M rch 3 , 2003 

aul 	eary 
Direc r 

This document was prepared by Anita Huffman. If you have any questions about any of the 
statements contained in this document Jam the most likely the best person to answer your questions. 
You can reach me at 1-503-378-8455, extension 229. 

I If you have questions about how to file a protestor if you have previously, filed a protest and want 
to know the status, please contact Renee .Moulun at extension 239. 

If you have other questions about the Department or any of its programs please contact our Water 
Rights Information Group at extension 201. Address all other correspondence to: Water Rights 
Section, Oregon Water Resources Department, 158 12th Street NE, Salem, OR 97301-4172, Fax: 
503)378-6203. 
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Oregon Water Resources Department 

Water Rights Application 
Number R-85361 

Final Order 

Appeal Rights 

This is a final order in other than contested case. Pursuant to 
ORS 537.409 (9) , ORS 183.484, OAR 137-004-080 and OAR 690-01-005, 
you may either petition the Director for reconsideration of this 
order or petition for judicial review of this order. Any petition 
for judicial review of the order must be filed within the 60 day 
time period specified by ORS 183.484(2). 

Application History 

On NOVEMBER 27, 2002, GARY HARRINGTON submitted an application to 
the Department for a water use permit_ Pursuant to ORS 837.409, 
the Department provided public notice of the application in the 
Department's weekly public notice. A 60 day comment period 
followed. 

The Department has not received adverse comments related to the 
possible issuance of the attached permit. 

The Department has received comments from Oregon Department of Fish 
and Wildlife related to the possible issuance of the attached 
permit. No substantial issues were raised in those comments. 

Water is available for the proposed use as described in_the 
attached permit. 

The use, as described on the attached permit, will not injure any 
existing water rights and does not pose potential detrimental 
impacts to existing fishery resources. 

Therefore, the proposed use would not impair or be detrimental to 
the public interest. 
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Order 

Application R-85361 therefore is approved pursuant to ORS 537.409, 
and Permit Number R-1354:8 is issued as limited by the conditions 
contained therein. 

DATED March (3 2D 

Paul 	eary 
Director 

This document was prepared by Anita Huffman. If you have any questions about any of the 
statements contained in this documentl am the most likely the best person to answer your questions. 
You can reach me at 1-503-378-8455, extension 229. 

If you have questions about how to file a protest or if you have previously filed a protest and want 
to know the status, please contact Renee Woulun at extension 239. 

If you have other questions about the Department or any of its programs please contact our Water 
Rights Information Group at extension 201. Address all other correspondence to: Water Rights 
Section, Oregon Water Resources Department, 158 12th Street NE, Salem, OR 97301-4172, Fax: 
(503)378-6203. 
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BEFORE TIE WATER RESOURCES DIRECTOR OF OREGON 

MARION COUNTY 

GARY HARRINGTON 	 ) 	ORDER REJECTING 
1876 CROWFOOT RD 	 ) 	APPLICATION TO 
EAGLE POINT, OR 97524 	 ) 	APPROPRIATE PUBLIC WATERS 

On December 11, 2002, GARY HARRINGTON filed an applications for permit to appropriate the 
public waters of the State of Oregon with the Water Resources Department. 

The Department issued an Initial Review for the above referenced file. Upon further review of the 
file, the Department has determined that the source of water, run-off, a tributary to Crowfoot Creek, 
is within an area that has been statutorily withdrawn from further appropriation. 

Under ORS 537.150(2) the Department shall determine whether the proposed use is prohibited by 
ORS Chapter 538. If the proposed use is prohibited by ORS chapter 53 8, the Department shall reject 
the application and return all fees to the applicant. 

ORS 538.430(1) states "...the City of Medford, in Jackson County, is granted the exclusive right to 
use for municipal purposes all the waters of Big Butte Creek, a tributary of Rogue River situated in 
Jackson County, and of the springs at the heaLl which form the creek, and of it's tributaries." and "No 
person shall appropriate or be granted a permit to use any of the waters except as provided in this 
section, and for the use and benefit of the city," 

Crowfoot Creek is .a tributary to Big Butte Creek. Therefore, the Department has determined 
application R-83575 was accepted in error and will be rejected. All fees you have paid to the 
Department for file R-83575 will be refunded and file R-83575 will not be processed further under 
ORS 537.150(2) and Chapter 538.430. 

It is ORDERED application R-83575 is hereby REJECTED and is of no further force or effect 

Dated at Salem, Oregon this (2 day of May, 2003 

Paul 	, .Director 
Water Resources Department 

This is a final order in other than contested case. Pursuant to ORS 536.075 and OAR 
137-004-080 and OAR 690-01-005 you may either petition the Director for reconsideration of this 
order or petition for judicial review of this order. As provided in ORS 536.075, this order is subject 
to judicial review under ORS 183.484, Any petition for judicial review of the order must be filed 
within the 60 day time period sp ecified by ORS 183.48 4(2). 

Special Order Volume J  , P-  -- ` 
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Oregon Water Resources Department 

Water Rights Application 
Number R-85360 

Final Order on Reconsideration 

Appeal Rights 

This is a final order in other than contested case. Pursuant to 
ORS 537.409(9), ORS 183.484, OAR 137-004-080 and OAR 690-01-005, 
you may either petition the Director for reconsideration of this 
order or petition for judicial review of this order. Any petition 
for judicial review of the order must be filed within the 60 day 
time period specified by ORB 183.484 (2) . 

Application History 

On NOVEMBER 27, 2002, GARY HARRINGTON submitted an application to 
the Department for a water use permit. Pursuant to ORS 537.409, 
the Department provided public notice of the application in the 
Department's weekly public notice. A 60 day comment period 
followed. 

The Department did not received adverse comments related to the 
possible issuance of the attached permit during the 60-day comment 
period. 

The Department has received comments from Oregon Department of Fish 
and Wildlife related to the possible issuance of the attached 
permit. No substantial issues were raised in those comments. 

On March 13, 2003, The Oregon Water Resources Department 
("Department") issued a final order for water rights Application 
R-85360, finding that water is available for the proposed use as 
described in the attached permit, concluding that the proposed use 
would not impair or be detrimental to the public interest, and 
approving the application and issuing Permit Number R-13547. 

The Department has determined that run-off, a tributary of Crowfoot 
Creek, being tributary to Big Butte Creek, was withdrawn from 
appropriation by ORS 538.430. 

Pursuant to OAR 137-004-0080(5), the Department, on it's own 
initiative, is reconsidering the March 13, 2003 final order. 
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Findings of Fact 

Run-off, a tribuatary of Crowfoot Creek, being tributary to Big 
Butte Creek, was withdrawn from appropriation by ORS 538.430. 

Conclusions of Law 

Since the waters of Big Butte Creek were withdrawn from 
appropriation by ORS 538.430, water is not available for the 
proposed use. 

The proposed use will impair or be detrimental to the public 
interest, pursuant to ORS 537.409(6). 

Order 

Application R-85360 therefore is denied and Permit Number R-13547 
is withdrawn and is of no further force or effect. 

DATED May (Z 	2 o3 

aul 	y 
Dire to 

This document was prepared by Anita Huffinan. If you have any questions about any of the 
statements contained in this document lam the most likely the best person to answer your questions. 
You can reach me at 1-503-378-8455, extension 229. 

Ifyou have questions about how to file a protest or if you have previously filed a protest and want 
to know the status, please contact Renee Moulun at extension 239. 

Ifyou have other questions about the Department or any of its programs please contact our Water 
Rights Information Group at extension 201. Address all other correspondence to: Water Rights 
Section, Oregon Water Resources Department, 158 12th Street NE, Salem, OR 97301-417?, Fax: 
(503)378-6203. 
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Oregon Water Resources Department 

Water Rights Application 
Number. R-95361 

Final Order on Reconsideration 

Appeal Rights 

This is a final order in other than contested case. Pursuant to 
ORS 537.409 (9) , ORS 183 .484, OAR 137-004-080 and OAR 690-01-005, 

you may either petition the Director for reconsideration of this 
order or petition for judicial review of this order. Any petition 
for judicial review of the order must be filed within the 60 day 
time period specified by ORS 183 .484 (2) . 

Application History 

On NOVEMBER 27, 2002, GARY HARRINGTON submitted an application to 
the Department for a water use permit. Pursuant to ORS 537.409, 
the Department provided public notice of the application in the 
Department's weekly public notice. A 60 day comment period 
followed. 

The Department did not received adverse comments related to the 
possible issuance of the attached permit during the 60-day comment 
period_ 

The Department has received corrmients from Oregon Department of Fish 
and Wildlife related to the possible issuance of the attached 
permit. No substantial issues were raised in those comments, 

On March 13, 2003, The Oregon Water Resources Department 
("Department") issued a final order for water rights Application 
R-85361, finding that water is available for the proposed use as 
described in the attache3 permit, concluding that the proposed use 
would not impair or be detrimental to the public interest, and 
approving the application and issuing Permit Number R-13548. 

The Department has determined that run-off, a tributary of Crowfoot 
Creek, being tributary to Big Butte Creek, was withdrawn from 
appropriation by ORS 538.430. 

Pursuant to OAR 137-004-0080(5), the Department, on it's own 
initiative, is reconsidering the March 13, 2003 final order. 
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Findings of Fact 

Run--off, a tribuatary of Crowfoot Creek, being tributary to Big 
Butte Creek, was withdrawn from appropriation by ORS 538.430. 

Conclusions of Law 

Since the waters of Big Butte Creek were withdrawn from 
appropriation by ORS 538.430, water is not available for the 
proposed use. 

The proposed use will impair or be detrimental to the public 
interest, pursuant to ORS 537.409(6). 

Order 

Application R-85361 therefore is denied and Permit Number R-1.3548 
is withdrawn and is of no further force or effect. 

DATED Ma 	003 

aul  
Direr 

This document was prepared by Anita Huffman. If you have any questions about any of the 
statements contained in this document lam the most likely the best person to answer your questions. 
You can reach me at 1-503-378-8455, extension 229. 

If you have questions about how to file aprotest or if you have previously filed a protest and want 
to know the status, please contact Renee Moulun at extension 239. 

.If you have other questions about the Department or any of its programs please contact our Water 
Rights Information Group at extension 201. Address all other correspondence to: Water Rights 
Section, Oregon Water Resources Department, 158 12th Street NE Salem, OR 97301-4172, Fax: 
(503)3 78-6203. 
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June 22, 2003 

To Oregon Water Resources Dept. 	 J w; _^ 7 , j  j3 

Re: Water Rights Application Numbers R-85360 & R-85361 	 ''  

On March 13, 2003, The Oregon Water Resources Department issued a final 
order for water rights Applications 8-85360 & R-85361 finding that water is available for 
the proposed use as described in the permit, concluding that the proposed use would not 
impair or be detrimental to the public interest, and approving the applications and issuing 
Permit Number R-].3547  and Permit Number R-13548. 

On May 12, 2003 the Department, on its own initiative rescinded those permits. 
I wish to appeal the decision made by the Water Resources Department asking for 
further reconsideration and if the need arises a possible judicial review. I'm currently 
working with the Medford Water Commission regarding the following issues:. 

1. Beneficial nature of the ponds 
2. Fire suppression use only 
3. revising permit from multi-use to fire-suppression purposes 
4. Non-consumptive nature of water storage. 
5. Insuring the Medford water-commission total control over the stored water 
6. land patented water rights 
7. ORS 537.120 (water used for beneficial use) 

I am actively working with the general manager, Ed Olson and watershed director Bob 
Jones. The bureaucratic process for research and examination of these issues is taking 
time. We are scheduled to be on the calendar for Wed. July 16 if not before. 
They have been extremely helpful and there is great hope that a solution can be reached 
soon. 

Please find the required $25.00 per permit (total of $50.00) for initiating the 
appeal. 

Respectfully, 

Gary Harrington 
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R-85360, 
RY-gARRIN^ ON 85375 GA 	

OO 1876 CROWFT RD 
 EAGLE POINT,OR 97524  

mp  
Jregon 
Theodore R- Kulongoski, Governor 

Water Resources Department 
North Mall Office Building 

725 Summer Street NE, Suite A 
Salem, OR 97301-1271 

503-986-0900 

FAX 503-986-.0904  

CERTIFIED MAIL 
Return Receipt Requested 

March 19 2004 

Gary Harrington 
1876 Crowfoot Road 
Eagle Point, OR. 97524 

REFERENCE FILES: R-85360, R.-85361, and R-85375 

Dear Mr. Harrington: 

The Department has received your request for reconsideration regarding applications R-
85375, R-85360, and R-85361. I am sorry to inform you that the Department did not 
reconsider the final orders withdrawing the applications. Although the Department has 
taken your concerns seriously, I am afraid there is nothing more we can do to help you 
with these applications. 

Please be aware that you may not legally store water in any of the ponds cited under the 
applications referenced above. 

Sincerely, 

Dwig t French, Manager 
Water Rights Division  

. 	 t ' 	 A 1 	ilttc 
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Diegon uFi 	z 

$ 9 	Theodore R. Kulongoski, Governor 

March 7, 2003 

Water Resources Department 
Commerce Building 

158 12th Street NE 
Salem, OR 97301-4172 

503-378-3739 
FAX 503-378-8130 

GARY HARRINGTON 
	

(541)826-7590 
1876 CROWFOOT RD 
EAGLE POINT, OR 97524 

Reference: File R-85375 

Dear Applicant: 

THIS IS NOT A PERMIT AND IS 
SUBJECT TO CHANGE AT THE NEXT PHASE OF PROCESSING. 

This letter is to inform you of the preliminary analysis of your water use permit application and 
to describe your options. In determining whether a water use permit application may be 
approved, the Department must consider the factors listed below, all of which must be favorable 
to the proposed use if it is to be allowed. Based on the information you have supplied, the Water 
Resources Department has made the following preliminary determinations: 

The proposed use is not prohibited by law or rule. 

	

2. 	The use of water from RUNOFF, A TRIBUTARY OF CROWFOOT CREEK for 
STORAGE FOR FISH CULTURE; FIRE PROTECTION; RECREATION; AND 
WILDLIFE is allowable under OAR 690-515-001(1)(a), the Rogue Basin Program. 

Water in the amount of 16.1 ACRE FEET for STORAGE FOR FISH CULTURE; FIRE 
PROTECTION; RECREATION; AND WILDLIFE is available December 1 through 
March 31 of each year. 

	

4. 	Preliminary dam plans and specifications have been received and reviewed by the 
Department. Before a permit may be issued, final dam plans and specifications must be 
approved by the Department. 

Sjiinniary of Initial Determ inations 

The use of 16.1 ACRE FEET from RUNOFF, A TRIBUTARY OF CROWFOOT CREEK 
for STORAGE FOR FISH CULTURE; FIRE PROTECTION; RECREATION; AND 
WILDLIFE is allowable from December 1 through March 31 of each year. 
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Because of these favorable determinations, the Department can now move your application to the 
next phase of the water rights application review process. This phase is where public interest 
factors will be evaluated. 

Please reference the application number when sending any correspondence regarding the 
conclusions of this initial review. Comments received within the comment period will be 
evaluated at the next phase of the process. 

If you choose to proceed with your application, you do not have to notify the Department. Your 
application will automatically be placed on the Department's Public Notice to allow others the 
opportunity to comment. After the comment period the Department will complete a public 
interest review and issue a proposed final order. 

Vii• ,.,ii:'• •• 

If you choose not to proceed, you may withdraw your application and receive a refund (minus a 
$50 processing charge per application.) To accomplish this you must notify the Department in 
writing by Friday, March 14, 2003. For your convenience you may use the enclosed "STOP 
PROCESSING" form. 

Measurement, recording and reporting conditions: 

A. Before water use may begin under this permit, the permittee shall install a meter 
or other suitable measuring device as approved by the Director. The permittee 
shall maintain the meter or measuring device in good working order. 

B. The permittee shall allow the watermaster access to the meter or measuring 
device; provided however, where the meter or measuring device is located within 
a private structure, the watermaster shall request access upon reasonable notice. 

C. The Director may require the permittee to keep and maintain a record of the 
amount (volume) of water used and may require the permittee to report water use 
on a periodic schedule as established by the Director. In addition, the Director 
may require the perrnittee to report general water use information, the periods of 
water use and the place and nature of use of water under the permit. The Director 
may provide an opportunity for the permittee to submit alternative reporting 
procedures for review and approval. 

2. 	You may be required to install fish screens at the point of diversion to meet Oregon 
Department of Fish and Wildlife specifications for adequate protection of aquatic life. 
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3. 	The priority date for this application is December 11, 2002, 

WARNING: This initial review does not attempt to address various public interest issues such as 
sensitive, threatened, or endangered fish species. These issues will be addressed as the 
Department reviews public comments and prepares a proposed final order. You should be aware 
that, if significant public interest issues are found to exist, such a finding could have an impact 
on the eventual outcome of your application. 

Questions about the status of your application, processing timelines, or your upcoming Proposed 
Final Order should be directed to our Water Right Information Group at 503-378-8455 extension 
201. Feel free to call me at 503-378-8455 extension 229 if you have any questions regarding the 
contents of this letter. Please have your application number available if you call. Address all 
other correspondence to: Water Rights Section, Oregon Water Resources Department, 158 12th 
ST. NE Salem, OR 97301-4172, Fax: 503-378-6203. 

Sincerely, 

Anita M. Huffman 
Senior Water Rights Technician 

enclosures: Flow Chart of Water Right Process 
Stop Processing Form 

R-85375 
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Gary Harrington 
1876 Crowfoot Road 

Water Resources Department 
Commerce Building 

April 10, 2003 	 158 12th Street NE 
Salem, OR 97301-4172 

503-378-3739 
FAX 503-378-8130 

Eagle Point, OR 97524 

Re: H2-OH Pond (Dam #1) 
Dam File H-36 
Application R-85375 

Dear Mr. Harrington: 

We have completed our review of the as-constructed drawings submitted by your engineer for the 
existing dam located in Section 21, T34S, R1E, Jackson County and are pleased to inform you 
that the project design has been reviewed and approved. Enclosed, please find one set of 
approved blueline drawings. The reproducible set of drawings will remain in this office for 
public record. 

Based on our review of the design for the existing dam, the maximum centerline height of the 
earthen embankment is approximately 20 feet above the original ground surface and impounds 
13.5 acre-feet at elevation 2107.4 feet, which corresponds to the top-of-concrete floor in the 
emergency spillway. The reservoir capacity vs. depth diagram on sheet 2/2 indicates that 
insertion of flashboards to the approved maximum height 1.0 foot above the bottom of the 
spillway results in a total reservoir storage of approximately 15.2 acre-feet at elevation 2108.4 
feet. Please note that the volume of storage listed on the application form is 16.1 acre-feet. 

Attached is a list of conditions to be included in the Reservoir Permit to help ensure that the 
project is properly constructed and the finished structure is adequatelymaintained and repaired 
and operated for benefit of public safety. Other conditions unrelated to dam safety may be added 
during the permitting process. The failure of the permittee to abide by the terms and conditions 
of the Reservoir Permit could result in the permit being canceled. 

You will be notified by separate letter if and when. a Reservoir Permit is issued for this project. 
By itself, design approval does not imply a valid (legal) right to store water. Because the darn 
and reservoir exceed the statutory size limits for height and storage, the project has been added to 
the state inventory and maybe subject to future routine safety inspections performed by 
representatives of the Water Resources Department. We will attempt to notify you to arrange a 
date and time before scheduling safety inspections. 

Thank you for your cooperation, and please do not hesitate to call if you have any questions. 
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SCHWABE, WILLIAMSON & WYATT, P.C. 

'A 	
ATTORNEYS AT LAW  

1011 LIBERTY STREET SE • SALEM, OREGON 97302-4140 

TELEPHONE: 503.3991712 • FAX. 503399 1645 • www.schwabe.com  

MARTHA 0. PAGEL 

Direct Line: Portland 503.796.2872; 

Salem 503.399.7712 

E-Mail: mpagcl@sehwabe.com  

ATTORNEY—CLIENT PRIVILEGED 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Larry Rains, P.E. 
Manager 
Medford Water Commission 
200 South Ivy Street, Room 177 
Medford, OR 97501 

November 16, 2004 

Re: 	Legal Advice Regarding Harrington Ponds 

Dear Mr. Rains: 

On behalf of the Medford Water Commission (MWC, or Conunission), you have 
requested legal advice concerning the Commission's water rights and the status of certain 
ponds constructed by private parties. In your letter to me dated July 23, 2004, you asked eight 
specific questions that I address below. In addition, following a preliminary meeting in 
Medford on October 11, 2004, you asked that I provide this summary of the options we 
discussed, along with my recommendations for the Commission. 

Factual Background 

The Commission's questions arise from the discovery of three unauthorized water 
storage ponds that are maintained on property owned by Mr. Gary Harrington of Eagle Point. 
The ponds are located within the watershed of Big Butte Creek. According to Mr. Harrington, 
the ponds were created by excavation of upland and are not located within the chaituel of any 
defined stream. He indicates the ponds are filled by precipitation and surface water run-off, but 
they do not divert waters from Big Butte Creek or any identifiable tributary stream. 

For several years, the ponds have been the subject of dispute between Mr. Harrington 
and the Oregon Water Resources Department (OWRD). When OWRD first discovered the 
ponds, they notified Mr. Harrington of the need to obtain water rights. Although initially 
resistant to this requirement, Mr. Harrington did eventually submit water right applications for 
the ponds. However, in the course of reviewing the applications, OWRD staff concluded that 
the applications could not be approved because of the provisions of a statute that grants to the 
City of Medford an exclusive right to the use of Big Butte Creek and its tributaries. 
ORS 538.430. 

Portland. Oregon 	• 	Bend, Oregon 	• 	Salern, Oregon 	• 	Seattle, Washington 	• 	Vancouver. Washington 
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Under this statute, first enacted in 1925, all the waters of Big Butte Creek and its 
tributaries were set aside for future municipal use by the City. The pertinent portion of the 
statute now provides: 

(1) Subject to water rights existing on May .29, 1925, the City of Medford, in Jackson 
County, is granted the exclusive right to use for municipal purposes all the waters of 
Big Butte Creek, a tributary of Rogue River situated in Jackson County, and of the 
springs at the head which form the creek, and of its tributaries. The City of Medford, 
any of its officers, and others on its behalf may appropriate all the waters for these 
purposes and an application therefor may be made for the benefit of the city, either by it 
in its own name, or by any of its officers or by any other person on its behalf. No 
person shall appropriate or be granted a permit to use any of the waters except as 
provided in this section, and for the use and benefit of the city. But the City of Medford 
may, under this grant, divert such waters from their watershed and convey them to the 
city and elsewhere for use by it for municipal purposes, either within or without the city 
limits. All of such waters are withdrawn from future appropriation, except for such use 
and benefit of the City of Medford; provided however, that the Eagle Point Irrigation 
District may establish and use an additional point of diversion below the diversion point 
in use on April 1, 1953, under its permit number 6396 which authorizes the 
appropriation of not to exceed 100 cubic feet per second. 

Acting under these provisions, the City of Medford did submit an application to 
appropriate "all of the waters of said Big Butte Creek, its said tributaries and the said springs" 
which had not yet been appropriated to other uses as of the effective date of the law, in 1925. 
(Permit No. 6884, issued to the City of Medford September 18, 1925.) The original permit 
included a condition that "actual construction work shall begin on or before September 18, 
1930." That deadline was subsequently extended numerous times, with the most recent 
application for an extension of time currently pending before the OWRD. 

Based on the wording of the legislative withdrawal in ORS 538.430, and the related 
water right permit issued to the City of Medford, OWRI) concluded that the Harrington 
applications must be denied. In response, Mr. Harrington filed a formal protest against the 
OWRD decision, and sought assistance from MWC. At a Commission meeting earlier this 
year, Mr. Harrington's attorney proposed an agreement under which the Commission would 
obtain the required water rights for the existing ponds, but Mr. Harrington would be allowed to 
continue to maintain and operate the ponds on the City's behalf. I understand the attorney 
made several points in support of the proposed agreement, including that the City would benefit 
as a result of the ponds being made available for public recreational use and for emergency fire-
fighting purposes, and that development of the ponds would assist the City by providing 
evidence of actual water use, as required under Permit 6884. 

Before responding to Mr. Harrington's proposal, the Commission requested this legal 
advice regarding Oregon water law and the options that may be available. 
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Overview of Applicable Water Law 

A water right, issued by the OWRD, is required for almost all uses of surface waters in 
Oregon. This includes the storage of water in small ponds. Water rights are approved in two 
stages: a water right "permit" that authorizes initial development and use of water; and a water 
right "certificate" that is issued after the water use has been fully developed and put to 
beneficial use under the terms and conditions of the permit. 

The water right permit includes a period of time — up to five years -- in which the water 
use is to be fully developed and perfected by putting the water to actual beneficial use. An 
extension of the development period may be granted to provide additional time to complete the 
water project. However, if the permit is not properly extended, it may be subject to 
cancellation. ORS 5372.60. Subsection (4) of that statute provides at least a Iimited. exception 
to the cancellation provision for municipal water rights; however, the extent of the exception 
has never been directly challenged. 

Over the years, OWRD has generally worked cooperatively with cities, under the 
assumption that municipal pemrits may be routinely extended, even without active ongoing 
development work. Until a few years ago, administrative rules governing the extension process 
allowed for "rolling" extensions — approved at five-year intervals. However, under new rules 
adopted in 2001, a city is now required to request one extension for the total amount of time 
required to complete construction and put the water to beneficial use. In some cases — such as 
the IVIIWC application for extension of the Big Butte Creek permit — the time period needed for 
development may be many years. Before approving such a request, OWRD now requires 
extensive background information concerning the city's development plans, other water use, 
and conservation efforts. OWRD may also impose additional conditions at the time of 
extension for protection of fish and aquatic resources. 

The water right certificate — issued after the water use has been fully developed under 
the permit -- verifies perfection of the water right, and means that the water right has been fully 
vested. Once vested, the water right is viewed as a property right that can remain valid in 
perpetuity, so long as the water is regularly used. In most cases, a certificate becomes subject 
to forfeiture and cancellation if the water is not used for a period of five or more years. 
However, municipal water rights are clearly protected against forfeiture under ORS 540.610(4). 

In order to approve a water right application and issue the initial permit, OWRD must 
determine whether water is "available" and whether the proposed use is consistent with other 
applicable statutes, rules, and policies of the Water Resources Commission. The determination 
of whether water is available is based on an evaluation of other water rights that have already 
been issued on a given source of water. If the source has already been fully appropriated to 
other water right holders or for instream water rights, OWRD must conclude that no water is 
available for the proposed new use. In that event, OWRD would typically propose denial of the 
application. However, the rules do allow for exceptions to be granted when there is a public 
benefit to be derived from the proposed new use, and the water right can otherwise be 
conditioned to protect instream values. 
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Analysis 

A. Overview 

The above-described facts and law present several important policy issues for the 
Connnission. First and foremost ;  MWC must secure and protect the municipal water supply for 
future public needs. Iu addition, however, you have noted that there may be some potential 
public benefits from the existence of small, off-stream ponds in rural areas. Such ponds can 
provide water for emergency fire-fighting purposes, and have general recreational, wildlife, and 
aesthetic benefits. A.t this point, however, the OWRD has taken the position that new water 
rights may not be issued to private parties for such use, because of the statutory withdrawal in 
ORS 538.430, and the subsequent permit issued to the City of Medford. 

The agreement proposed by the Harringtons is intended to overcome this obstacle by 
assigning the water right applications to MWC, so that they can be pursued in the name of the 
City, or by the Harringtons on behalf of the City. Under the proposal, the Harringtons would 
have control of the ponds and be responsible for all aspects of pond maintenance. The 
Harringtons would also indemnify MWC and hold the city "harmless" from any liability 
associated with the ponds or easements. However, as noted below, such a provision cannot 
fully protect the City (or Commission) from legal action filed by third parties. Thus, you have 
indicated to me that the Commission may not be interested in pursuing this approach. 

You have also indicated that there may be numerous existing ponds within the Big 
Butte Creek sub-basin that may also present similar concerns for the Commission. The 
proposed agreement with Mr. Harrington could therefore establish a precedent leading to other 
such contracts with private landowners — creating both administrative and potential legal 
burdens for the future. 

For these reasons, the Commission may be interested in finding other alternatives for 
allowing at least some existing ponds to become authorized or to allow for limited development 
of new ponds. At our meeting on October 11, we discussed the following four options: 

B. Alternatives 

Revised Interpretation of ORS 538.430 

The simplest and cleanest option would be for OWRD to reconsider its current 
interpretation of the wording of ORS 538.430. The statutory withdrawal and subsequent permit 
issued to the City of Medford applies to "all the waters of Big Butte Creek" plus the springs 
that comprise its headwaters and the "tributaries" to Big Butte Creek. Under its current 
interpretation of this wording, OWRD has assumed that the term "tributaries" includes surface 
water run-off, such as that which may be captured in the Harrington ponds. According to Mr. 
Harrington, however, this run-off does not flow through any defined channels that would 
eventually connect with the waters of Big Butte Creek. 
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At least one legal treatise in Oregon concludes that such diffused surface water run-off 
is not part of a defined "watercourse" and thus not subject to appropriation requirements at all. 
Survey of Oregon's Water Laws, C. Clark, 1973-83 Supplement, 117-1.18. On page 117, 
Professor Clark explains: 

Diffused surface water is water derived from failing rain and melting snows which is 
diffused over the surface of the earth in no defined channel. Once such waters reach 
some well-defined channel they cease to be surface water and become part of a 
watercourse. At this point they become public waters subject to the law of 
appropriation. 

Under this analysis, no water right would be required for any ponds that were 
constructed outside the channel of a defined watercourse, and that did not otherwise require 
diversion of water from a defined watercourse. Based on Mr. Harrington's own description, 
the ponds on his property may fall into this category. 

In recent years, OWRD has not consistently adhered to the Clark interpretation. Many 
new water rights have been issued for the use of surface "run-off" without confronting the 
question of whether such waters are subject to appropriation in the first place. Given this 
position, OWRD is not likely to support a solution in the Harrington situation that would 
require a change of this unwritten policy. However, OWRD could be asked to reconsider only 
its interpretation of the statutory provisions of ORS 538.430 — not of the underlying policy 
regarding surface water run-off. Under this limited approach, OWRD need only conclude that 
diffuse run-off does not fall within the definition of the term "tributaries" as used in the statute. 
Indeed, a common dictionary definition of the word refers only to "a stream feeding a larger 
stream or lake." Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, 1981. 

We have found no case law in Oregon on point; the issue is therefore one of statutory 
construction. If an Oregon Court were asked now to interpret the wording of ORS 538.430, it 
would look first to text and context of the statute, using the plain meaning of the words. When 
the statutory wording is not clear on its face, the Court would look to the agency's own 
interpretation and past practice, and would give deference to the agency so long as the state's 
interpretation was reasonable. Thus, OWRD would appear to have the power to interpret the 
statute in this manner. 

Based on my informal discussions with key OWRD staff, I believe the department 
would be willing to reconsider its position on the Harrington applications, upon the request of 
the Harringtons, so long as the MWC did not object. Therefore, if you believe the City's future 
water supply needs would not be jeopardized by this approach, it could provide an option for 
allowing some level of future small pond development, through the OWRD water right 
application process, without the need for active involvement by the MWC. 

2. 	Legislative Change 

Another option would be for the City, in cooperation with OWRD, to propose an 
amendment to ORS 538.430 to allow some level of storage projects (ponds) to be developed 
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within the Big Butte sub-basin, without otherwise limiting the statutory withdrawal. The bill 
could be drafted to ensure that only small, off-stream storage projects (collecting diffuse 
surface water run-off) would be allowed. This action would require submission of a bill to the 
Legislative Assembly in the upcoming session. With OWRD support, it is reasonable to 
assume that the measure could be passed. However, the risk of any legislative effort is that it 
would open the door to further scrutiny of the current statutory withdrawal. Although it is 
unlikely that the legislature would take action to further restrict or remove the current 
protections for the City's water supply, the possibility of unexpected outcomes cannot be 
eliminated. 

Agreement for Municipal Water Right Held by Private Parties 

As proposed by the Harringtons, the Commission could cooperate with private 
landowners in authorizing existing — and even new ponds — by applying for new municipal 
water rights in the name of the City, or in the name of an individual landowner on behalf of the 
City. Under this approach, the City would be the ultimate beneficiary of the water right, 
however, any pond could be constructed and managed by the landowner, under the terms of a 
contract with the City. As noted above, this approach would result in an ongoing 
administrative burden for the City to monitor the contracts. In addition, even with appropriate 
contract requirements for indemnification by the landowners, the City cannot be fully protected 
from exposure to liability in connection with the ponds. 

It is my understanding that, in proposing this option to the Commission last spring, the 
Harringtons' attorney also may have suggested that the City's own legal position with respect 
to Permit No. 6884 could be improved as a result of the cooperative venture. This argument 
appears to be based on interpretation of a recent Court of Appeals decision relating to a 
municipal water right application filed by the Coos Bay-North Bend Water Board (CBNB). 
Water Watch of Oregon, Inc. v Water Resources Commission, 193 Or App 87 (2004). 

In that case, CBNB requested a new water right permit to meet future municipal needs. 
As described in the application, and demonstrated in the record of OWRD, the water right 
permit, if approved, would not actually be used by CBNB for about 10 years. In the meantime, 
CBNB would be undertaking various studies and developing plans for the future development. 
Despite this delay, OWRD proposed to issue the permit. The action was challenged by an 
environmental group, WaterWatch of Oregon, on the ground that ORS _537.230 allows a period 
of no longer than five years for development and beneficial use of water under a permit. The 
Court of Appeals agreed with WaterWatch in holding that the permit could not be approved 
when the CBNB had no plans to begin construction or make actual beneficial use of water 
within the five-year period. 

I understand Mr. Harrington's attorney suggested the City's municipal permit for Big 
Butte Creek may be at risk as a result of this opinion, in that the City has not yet made any 
actual use of water under the permit. The attorney suggests that storage of water in the 
Harrington pond, under agreement with the Commission, would demonstrate actual beneficial 
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use of water. In my view, however, the proposed agreement with the Harringtons is not likely 
to provide real benefits to the Commission with respect to the issues raised in the CBNB case. 

First, the holding of the CBNB case applies to OWRD's consideration of a new water 
right application, not to OWRD's treatment of existing water right permits. In this case, the 
City of Medford (acting through the MWC) already holds a permit for use of the waters of Big 
Butte Creek and its tributaries. An extreme outcome of the CBNB case would be an argument 
that a municipal permit such as that held by the City of Medford is void because it was not 
properly issued in the first place — under the standard set forth in CBNB. However, OWRD has 
already stated that it does not believe the CBNB case requires this extreme reaction. Further, 
even if the case were construed to allow for a direct attack on the existing permit, the proposed 
agreement with the Harringtons could not cure a fatal defect that occurred at permit issuance. 

More likely, the holding of the CBNB case will be asserted by groups such as 
WaterWatch at the time a city seeks extension of existing water right permits. The 
Commission has some exposure on this point in that Permit No. 6884 is among several existing 
permits held by the City for which extension applications are pending. Arguably, an agreement 
with Mr. Harrington could be used to demonstrate at least a minimal level of actual 
construction. To take advantage of this argument, the proposed agreement with the 
Harringtons would have to be modified to clarify that the ponds would be viewed as a use of 
water authorized under the existing City permit — rather than under any new applications that 
would be "assigned" to the City. 

Additionally, OWRD is currently working with the League of Oregon Cities (LOC) and 
Oregon Water Utilities Council (OWUC) to develop legislation that would clarify the nature of 
a city's "development" requirements under the statute considered in the CBNB case. The 
legislation is intended to protect municipal water rights from the threat of being held "void," or 
of being denied an extension, because of the need for a lengthy development period. 

As a bottom line, the issues presented by the CBNB case are quite serious, but it is 
unlikely that the potential benefits from an agreement with the Harringtons will be sufficient to 
overcome the legal consequences of the case, if they are determined to apply to the city's 
existing permit, or to its pending extension request. A more reliable and appropriate remedy 
would be to work with LOC, OWUC, and OWRD in their effort to seek legislative 
clarification. 

4. 	Deny the Request for an Agreement 

Another option is for the Commission to simply deny the request to support 
authorization of the Harrington ponds. This would likely lead to litigation between 
Mr. Harrington and the state regarding interpretation of ORS 53 8.430. It may be expected that 
such litigation would raise the issues described above regarding whether OVvRD has 
jurisdiction in the first place to require water rights for diffused surface water run-off, or 
whether such run-off is properly considered as a "tributary" of Big Butte Creek. 
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C. 	Response to Questions 

1. What legal security does our legislative withdrawal water right truly 
have in today's atmosphere of uncertainty? 

The current legislative withdrawal in ORS 538.430 could be changed only by legislative 
action. Even if the existing permit were challenged in the fallout from the CBNB decision, the 
underlying statutory dedication of the Big Butte Creek waters would remain in place, and 
would not be altered without affirmative steps by the Legislative Assembly. Although there 
can be no certainty that such action will never take place, I am not aware of any prior instance 
in which the legislature has repealed or reduced the amount of water protected for future 
municipal use under the various statutory withdrawals contained in ORS Chapter 538. 

2. Should there be any concern by .1tiWC that this water right has not been 
used in any way since granted even though proper time extensions have been applied 
for and approved to date? 

The lack of any water use under Permit 6884 is somewhat problematic, especially in 
light of the recent Court of Appeals decision in the CBNB case. Clearly, OWRD will be under 
greater scrutiny and pressure when evaluating all permit extension requests in the future. The 
2001 administrative rules for municipal water right extensions create higher burdens for cities 
to show when and how the water will be developed. The Commission likely will be required to 
provide additional evidence concerning future needs, conservation efforts, and steps to protect 
fish and other aquatic resources in the Big Butte Creek sub-basin in connection with any future 
extensions that may be granted. Because of the lack of actual development to date, and the 
long time period before such development will occur, any future permit extension is also likely 
to include new conditions addressing instream flow and species protection needs. 

Despite these concerns, it is also reasonable to expect some legislative action in the 
2005 session to clarify and protect municipal water rights, generally, from the potentially 
devastating impact of the CBNB decision. Thus, I believe it is unlikely the Commission would 
face any action by the state to deny the permit extension entirely or otherwise limit the scope of 
the statutory withdrawal. 

3. Will condoning water storage by way of man-made ponds f water 
within the specified basin of Big Butte Creek and its tributaries harm in any way the 
future right of use of the granted water right by MWC? 

The various options present different potential risks, as described below. However, the 
likelihood of actual interference with the Commission's current rights under the statute appears 
to be fairly remote. 

a. Statutory interpretation: This option presents the least risk to the Commission 
because it does not require any change in the wording of the statute; merely in the way OWRD 
evaluates other water uses. Thus, the City's permit and the statutory withdrawal would remain 
in full effect. A possible but unlikely risk to the Commission is that any new storage uses 
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approved as a result of the proposed interpretation could, at some point in the future, conflict 
with the use of Big Butte Creek water by the City. At such time, the City's water right would 
be senior to any new uses, and would thus be protected_ However, the Commission could be 
faced with the situation of asking that private water uses be curtailed to fully satisfy the senior 
municipal right. In practice, the likelihood of this happening is quite small because any new 
pond rights would allow the capture and storage of water only during a designated "storage 
season" — the wet months of the year. 

b. Legislative change: The option of seeking a legislative change to allow for private, 
off-stream water storage would not directly interfere with the Commission's future use of water 
under its existing withdrawal and pennit. However, there is no guarantee regarding the 
outcome of the legislative process, and it is certainly possible that third parties could seek 
additional statute changes that would be adverse to the Commission's interests. 

c. Water Use Agreement: Any voluntary agreement such as that proposed by the 
Harringtons could be conditioned to ensure protection and seniority of the underlying 
municipal water right. However, as noted above, it would be difficult if not impossible to fully 
protect the Commission against any threat of liability or litigation associated with the operation 
and maintenance of ponds on privately owned property. 

4. 	Are there liability concerns regarding storage embankments, facilities, 
safety of life and property, etc. that MWC, the owner of the water right, should be 
cognizant of with this issue? 

Any agreement between MWC and private landowners should include clear provisions 
by which MWC would be indemnified and held harmless from liability due to private actions. 
However, the existence of such provisions carmot fully protect MWC from being named as a 
party in any litigation regarding the ponds or facilities. 

S. 	Will this establish a precedent regarding other un per mitted ponds in the 
specified basin of which there are many? 

The resolution of the situation with the Harringtons will not necessarily establish a legal 
precedent that would be binding on MWC. However, the Commission's decisions in this case 
will undoubtedly create some level of public expectations regarding the outcome of similar 
situations. In this respect, the option of seeking a change in the OWRD interpretation of 
existing law may be most beneficial to the MWC because the action will be taken by OWRD, 
and will establish a process by which other small, off-stream ponds may be authorized without 
requiring direct involvement by the Commission. The option of entering into an agreement 
with the Harringtons may create expectations of a willingness to do the same for others — 
opening the door to a significant administrative burden for the Commission. 

...i../11 
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6 	If the proposed agreement is eventually acceptable with regard to this 
issue, are the terms legally correct to not unduly constrain or harm MWC's interests? 

From a water law standpoint, the draft agreement proposed by the Harrington appears 
to adequately protect the Commission's interests. From the standpoint of general contract law 
and administrative convenience, the proposed agreement could be strengthened to better protect 
the Commission's interests. H desired, I can work with the City Attorney to more fully address 
these issues. 

7. Is there any advantage to the MWC_ in pursuing this type of issue as it 
regards the beginning of use of the water right? 

It is a reach to conclude that an agreement such as that proposed by the Harringtons 
would provide any real benefit to MWC in connection with use and development of its existing 
water right pennit for the use of Big Butte Creek. As discussed above, there is no direct 
connection —at Ieast at the present time — between the holding of the Court of Appeals in the 
CBNB decision and the use of water under an existing water right permit. It is possible, 
however, that further litigation could extend the holding to existing permits, finding that they 
were void from the outset if the holder was not able to begin construction and use of water 
within a five-year period from the date of issuance. If this outcome were to occur, the proposed 
agreement with the Harrington would not provide a desired cure. 

Additionally, at least as currently proposed, the agreement with the Harringtons calls for 
issuance of new water rights to authorize the ponds, and thus would have no bearing 
whatsoever on the status of MWC's current permit. If the proposed agreement were modified 
to authorize the Harrington ponds under the City's existing permit (assuming that use of water 
for storage would be deemed an allowable use under a "municipal" water right) there could be 
a slight benefit at the time of any permit extension. Under this scenario, if the CBNB case were 
found to apply to the situation of municipal permit extensions, an agreement with the 
Harringtons could be used to demonstrate actual use of at least a small quantity of water under 
the permit. 

At present, OVIRD and other entities are seeking a legislative change that would clarify 
the nature and effect of the CBNB ruling. Thus, the Commission will be in a better position to 
evaluate the potential impact of an agreement at the end of the upcoming legislative session. 

8. Is there any advantage to MTC in pursing this type of issue as it regards 
the use of stored water through Big Butte Creek and its tributaries at determined points 
of tinie in the future? 

For the same reasons discussed in response to Question 7, above, I do not believe there 
would be any significant advantage to the Commission. 

^9'✓ 
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Summary and Recommendations 

The situation with the Harringtons presents several policy issues for the Commission's 
consideration. On one level, it can be to the Commission's – and the community's — advantage 
to encourage the development of small, off-stream storage ponds to provide water for 
recreation and emergency fire-fighting purposes, so long as such water use does not interfere 
with the Commission's ability to meet future municipal supply needs. Under the state's current 
policy, the existing legislative withdrawal and water right permit issued to the City of Medford 
would eliminate the opportunity for such water storage, absent the type of agreement now 
proposed by Harringtons. At the same time, the prospect of setting a precedent of individual 
use agreements is not desirable because of the administrative burden and potential liability risks 
it creates. 

The policy issues are further complicated by the recent Court of Appeals decision in the 
case involving the Coos Bay North Bend Water Board. Although that case is not directly on 
point to the fact situation here, it casts a shadow over all undeveloped municipal water rights. 

Based on these concerns and the above analysis, I believe the best option is for OWRD 
to reconsider its interpretation of ORS 538.430 with respect to the use of diffused surface water 
run-off. This could be triggered by a request from the Harringtons. Under this approach, 
OWRD could conclude that the statute does not prohibit issuance of water rights to persons 
other than MWC for such use within the Big Butte Creek sub-basin. This solution would not 
require the OWRD to amend its general policy with respect to surface water run-off, and would 
not require any direct involvement or further action by MWC. Additionally, this interpretation 
would not jeopardize the water right and 1925 priority date already held by the City of 
Medford. Any new water rights issued for private storage would be junior to the Commission's 
water right, and would be limited to use of water during the storage season. Finally, because 
the source of water would be limited to diffuse run-off, this approach  would-uot _open the door 
to large-scale storage projects, thereby  for actual mterferenee with 
future municipal needs. 

I hope this letter adequately responds to the questions you have raised on behalf of the 
Commission. 

Sincerely, 

Martha O. Pagel 

MOP:mca 

cc: 	Mr. Ron Doyle, City Attorney 

n 
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June 27, 2005 

VL4 FACSIMILE AND U.S. MAIL 

Senator Doug Whitsett 
900 Court Street, N.E. 
Suite S-302 
Salem, OR. 97301 
Fax: 503-986-1958 
Phone: 503-986-1728 

RE: Water Rights Legislation Proposals 

Dear Senator Whitsett: 

This firm represents the interest of Gary Harrington a constituent in your district. 

Mr. Harrington has three ponds on his property that fill with diffuse waters during the wet 
season including rain, rain run off and melted snow from his property. 

In November of 2002, Mr. Harrington applied at the direction of the Oregon Water Resources 
Department ("OWRD") for two permits to store water in two of his ponds. Having received no 
objections, OWRD issued these two permits to Mr. Harrington in March 2003. On May 12, 2003, 
OWRD issued a "Final Order on Reconsideration" and ordered the withdraw of both permits based 
upon the City of Medford's statutory withdrawal. 

Mr. Harrington submitted a third application to permit his third pond. On May 12, 2003, 
OWRD issued a final order rejecting the application to permit the third pond. Mr. Harrington 
requested reconsideration of these final orders on June 22, 2003. On March 19, 2004, Mr_ 
Harrington received a letter from OWRD denying his request for reconsideration of these fmal 
orders. 

Between April 1, 2004 and April 6, 2004, OWRD issued seven final orders ("Final Orders") 
citing that Mr. Harrington had violated water law statues by storing water in his ponds. Further, 
OWRD has cited Mr. Harrington criminally for his alleged violation of water law statues. 

Mr. Harrington filed the referenced permits after being directed to do so by OWRD. 
Nevertheless, OWRD in permitting them apparently overlooked the City of Medford's statutory 
withdrawal and upon realizing its mistake withdrew the permits. Of course, as you may suspect, 
OWRD also overlooked the City of Medford's withdrawal earlier in issuing numerous exempt and 
regular permits within the Big Butte Watershed. According to our research, OWRD has not 
withdrawn, voided, or enforced pond permitting as to any other pond in the Big Butte Watershed. 

phone 503-281-4100 	 fax 503-281-4600 

1915 NE 39`" Avenue, P.O. Box 12527, Portland, Oregon 97212-0527 
www.water-law..corn 
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Upon receiving enforcement orders including criminal citations, Mr. Harrington and this 
office attempted to involve the Medford Water Commission ("MWC") and among other things 
offered them an easement to the waters stored in the ponds. In rejecting the easement offer, MWC 
also refused to provide assurance to OWRD that the ponds could be allowed under its statutory 
withdrawal. MWC directed Mr. Harrington back to OWRD. 

Mr. Harrington filed a Petition for Judicial Review of the Final Orders. The Petition puts into 
question the authority of OWRD to permit (and exempt from permitting) any waters withdrawn from 
public appropriation. It also puts into question whether OWRD has any authority over diffuse water 
in the State. While we believe these and other theories Mr. Harrington alleges may succeed in 
resolving his particular issues, this kind of resolution is expensive considering he is paying to resolve 
issues of an entire constituency and between two government entities (OWRD and MWC). 

We have met with OWRD to Jay out the facts including evidence of almost 200 ponds in the 
Big Butte Watershed that are similar to Mr. Harrington's, in that they are not permitted (or exempted 
from permitting without permission of MWC). However, these ponds have not received any 
enforcement action by OWRD including those within the USFS and USBLM management. 

Mr. Harrington offered several settlement options to OWRD. In response, OWRD advised 
Mr. Harrington to pursue legislation in the form attached. Although OWRD has advised Mr. 
Harrington to pursue Iegislation, OWRD has also advised that it cannot actively promote legislation 
on behalf of Mr. Harrington. We believe it is very late in this session to expect legislation to be 
enacted to provide a viable alternative. Nevertheless, once again, Mr. Harrington is doing as the 
OWRD directs and forwarding you the proposed legislation. Since this legislative process is foreign 
to us and Mr. Harrington, perhaps OWRD is correct and there is some relief in legislation available. 

The proposed legislation will address situations such as Mr. Harrington's within the Big 
Butte Watershed and benefit many of your constituents having ponds. It does not attempt to address 
OWRD's larger issues of authority over withdrawn and diffuse waters. Mr. Harrington is requesting 
your assistance to presenting this proposed legislation. 

Thank you for your assistance in this matter. 

Should you have any questions, please contact my paralegal De Dishman or me. 

Very truly yours, 
SCHROEDER. LAW OFFICES, P.C. 

Laura A. Schroeder 

LAS:dld 
Enclosures 
cc: 	Gary Harrington 

(P0029761; 079700 HAC 
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Proposed Legislation: 

ORS 538.430(5) Nothing in this section shall prevent withdrawn waters from being stored in 
ponds of 25 acre feet or less for fish and wildlife, recreational, and fire-fighting. Such storage 
shall comply with any applicable permitting requirements. This provision shall apply 
retroactively to any ponds in existence as of the date of passage of this Act. 

ORS 53 8.430(5) All ponds lying within the boundaries of the Big Butte Watershed as defined by 
the Medford Water Commission are exempt from the withdrawal established under this section. 
Such water storage is subject to applicable permitting requirements. 

{P(W29711; 07920 BAC 
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February 24, 2006 

VIA US MALL 

Senator Doug Whitsett 
900 Court Street, N.E. 
Suite S-302 
Salem, OR. 97301 
Fax: 503-986-1958 
Phone: 503-986-1728 

RE: Water Rights Legislation Proposals 

Dear Senator Whitsett: 

In June 2005 this firm brought to your attention the interests of Gary Harrington, a 
constituent in your district. At that time, late into the legislative session, we approached you on 
Mr. Harrington's behalf to introduce water rights legislation. Mr. Harrington was told by 
OWRD to pursue such legislation in response to current regulatory and litigation matters. As we 
suspected, due to the late hour, the legislation died. At this time, we would request you to renew 
the pursuit of such legislation. 

As you may recall, Mr. Harrington has three ponds on his property that fill with diffuse 
waters during the wet season including rain, rain run off and melted snow. In November of 
2002, Mr. Harrington applied, at the direction of the Oregon Water Resources Department 
("OWRD"), for two permits to store water in two of his ponds. Having received no objections, 
OWRD issued these two permits to Mr. Harrington in. March 2003. On May 12, 2003, OWRD 
issued a "Final Order on Reconsideration" and ordered the withdraw of both permits based upon 
the City of Medford's statutory withdrawal. 

Mr. Harrington submitted a third application to permit his third pond. On May 12, 2003, 
OWRD issued a final order rejecting the application to permit the third pond. Mr. Harrington 
requested reconsideration of these final orders on June 22, 2003. On March 19, 2004, Mr. 
Harington received a letter from OWRD denying his request for reconsideration of these final 
orders. 

Between April 1, 2004 and April 6, 2004, OWRD issued seven final orders ("Final 
Orders") citing that Mr. Harrington had violated water law statues by storing water in his pond. 

phone 503-281-4100 	 fax 5D3-281-460D 

1915 NE 39 Avenue, P.O. Box 12527, Portland, Oregon 97212-0527 
www.water-law.com  
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Further, OWRD has cited Mr. Harrington criminally for his alleged violation of water law 
statues. 

Mr. Harrington filed the referenced permits after being directed to do so by OWRD. 
Nevertheless, OWRD in permitting them apparently overlooked the City of Medford's statutory 
withdrawal and upon realizing its mistake withdrew the permits. Of course, as you may suspect, 
OWRD also overlooked the City of Medford's withdrawal earlier in issuing numerous exempt 
pond and regular permits within the Big Butte Watershed. According to our research, OWRD 
has not withdrawn, voided, or enforced pond permitting as to any other pond in the Big Butte 
Watershed. 

Upon receiving enforcement orders including criminal citations, Mr. Harrington and this 
office attempted to involve the Medford Water Commission ("MWC") and among other things 
offered them an easement to the waters stored in the ponds. In rejecting the easement offer, 
MWC also refused to provide assurance to OWRD that the ponds could be allowed under its 
statutory withdrawal. MWC directed Mr. Harrington back to OWRD. 

Mr. Harrington filed a Petition for Judicial Review of the Final Orders. The Petition puts 
into question the authority of OWRD to permit (and exempt from permitting) any waters 
withdrawn from public appropriation. It also puts into question whether OWRD has any 
authority over diffuse water in the State. While we believe these and other theories Mr. 
Harrington alleges may succeed in resolving his particular issues, this kind of resolution is 
expensive considering he is paying to resolve issues of an entire constituency and between two 
government entities (OWRD and MWC). The review is still ongoing. 

We have met with OWRD to lay out the facts including evidence of almost 200 ponds in 
the Big Butte Watershed that are similar to Mr. Harrington's in that they are not permitted (or 
exempted from permitting without permission of MWC). However, to date these 200 ponds 
have not received any enforcement action by OWRD including those within the USFS and 
TJSBLM management. 

Mr. Harrington offered several settlement options to OWRD. In response, OWRD 
advised Mr. Harrington to pursue legislation in the form attached. Although OWRD has advised 
Mr. Harrington to pursue legislation, OWRD also advised that it cannot actively promote 
legislation on behalf of Mr. Harrington. The proposed legislation will address situations such as 
Mr. Harrington's within the Big Butte Watershed and benefit many of your constituents having 
ponds. It does not attempt to address OWRD's larger issues of authority over withdrawn and 
diffuse waters. Mr. Harrington is again requesting your assistance in presenting this proposed 
legislation. 

Thank you for your assistance in this matter. 

IP004I381; 0792.00 CDD ^ 
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Should you have any questions, please contact my paralegal De D.ishman or me. 

Very truly yours, 

SCHROEDER LAW OFFICES, P.C. 

Laura .A. Schroeder 
Cortney Duke 

LAS:cdd 

Enclosures 

cc: 	client 
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Proposed Legislation: 

ORS 538.430(5) Nothing in this section shall prevent withdrawn waters from being stored in 
ponds of 25 acre feet or less for fish and wildlife, recreational, and fire-fighting. Such storage 
shall comply with any applicable permitting requirements. This provision shall apply 
retroactively to any ponds in existence as of the date of passage of this Act. 

ORS 538.430(5) All ponds lying within the boundaries of the Big Butte Watershed as defined by 
the Medford Water Commission are exempt from the withdrawal established under this section. 
Such water storage is subject to applicable permitting requirements. 
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HARDY MYERS 
	

PETER D. SHEPHERD 
Attorney General 
	 ,vurf^ J' 

	
Deputy Attorney General 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
TRIAL DIVISION 

May 31, 2005 

Via Fax and US Mail  
Laura Schroeder 
Schroeder Law Offices, PC 
1915 NB 39th  Avenue 
PO Box 12527 
Portland, OR 97212 

Re: Harrington v. Water Resources 

Dear Ms. Schroeder: 

I have reviewed your letter dated May 24, 2005 with my client. The Water Resources 
Department ("Department") has provided preliminary comments on the proposals you submitted. 
Obviously, no further decision can be made until the final introduction language is received and 
further discussions ensue. 

If introduced, the Department would likely not oppose proposed legislation similar to 
proposals 3 and 6. However, language would need to be added that made clear that the storage 
of water would still be subject to water right permitting requirements including water availability 
and public interest reviews. 

The Department would likely oppose proposals 1, 2 and 4. Such proposals are too far 
reaching with potential impact to several cities, not just the City of Medford or municipal water 
use. 

Proposal 5, as written, is not needed. It is repetitive of existing statutory exemptions. See 
ORS 537.141 (1) (a) & (b). 

Again, we are happy to continue discussions with the Harrington's regarding their 
legislative concept once they develop specific wording and have discussed it with other 
interested parties. 

Sincerely, 

kM 
Camilla E. Johnston 
Assistant Attorney General 

TRIL6 772.DOC/CEJ/s l c 

1162 Court StreetNE, Salem, OR. 97301-4096 Telephone: (503) 378-6313 Fax: (503) 378-4968 TTY: (503) 378-5938 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
	

IN THE UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT 

7 
	

FOR THE COUNTY OF JACKSON 

8 GARY A. HARRINGTON, 

9 
	

Petitioner, 	 Case No. 04196OZO 

10 
	

V. 

AFFIDAVIT OF GARY A. 
11 OREGON WATER RESOURCES 

	
HARRINGTON IN SUPPORT OF 

DEPARTMENT, of the State of Oregon, 	PETITIONER'S RESPONSE TO 
12 OREGON WATER RESOURCES 

	
RESPONDENT CITY'S ORCP 47 

COMMISSION, for the State of Oregon, 	MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY 
13 CITY OF MEDFORD, a municipality, and 

	
JUDGMENT 

MEDFORD WATER. COMMISSION, a 
14 public utility, 

15 
	

Respondent(s). 

16 

17 
	

State of Oregon 
ss. 

18 County of Jackson 

19 

20 
	

I, Gary A. Harrington, being duly sworn, depose and say as follows: 

21 
	

1. 1 am the petitioner in Jackson County Case No. 041960Z0. 

22 
	

2. My statements in this affidavit are based upon personal knowledge and good faith 

23 I belief. 

24 
	

3. Attached as Exhibit A is a spreadsheet of private exempted ponds and non- 

25 exempted ponds within the Big Butte Watershed. 

26 
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1 	4. I compiled the private exempted pond information from Oregon Water Resource 

2 Department's ("OWRD" or "the Department") public files and compiled the non-exempted pond 

3 information by viewing ponds from the road, views from flying over head and taking aerial 

4 photographs. 

	

5 	5. In my estimation, Exhibit A lists approximately 50%-60% of all non-exempted 

6 ponds within the Big Butte Watershed. I believe there are many more. According to my research, 

7 OWRD has not withdrawn, voided or enforced pond permitting on any other pond filled with 

8 rain water in the Big Butte Watershed in the last 80 years. 

	

9 	6. The permits on both G.G. and Elk Ridge Ponds were rescinded. OWRD directed 

10 me to the Medford Water Commission ("MWC"). 

	

ii 	7. 1 made several proposals to MWC including offering them an easement to the 

12 waters stored in my ponds. MWC refused to engage OWRD to allow my ponds under the 

13 statutory -withdrawal and directed me back to the Department. 

	

14 	8. I presented evidence to OWRD of more the 100 ponds in the Big Butte Watershed 

15 that are similar to mine (not permitted or exempting from permitting). None of these ponds have 

16 ever received enforcement orders by OWRD. Those ponds include those with in control of the 

17 United States Forest Service and the United State Bureau of Land Management. I offered 

18 several proposals to OWRD. In response, OWRD advised me to pursue legislation to correct the 

19 "fatal flaw" in the wording of ORS 538.430. 

	

20 	9. With the input and assistance of OWRD Senator Doug Whitsett introduced 

21 legislation that read: 

	

22 	 ORS 538.430(5): Nothing in this section shall prevent withdrawn waters 
form being stored in ponds of 25 acre feet or less for fish and wildlife, 

	

23 	 recreational, and fire-fighting. Such storage shall comply with any 

24 	
applicable permitting requirements. This provision shall apply retroactively 
to any ponds in existence as of the date of passage of this Act. 

25 
ORS 538.430(5) All ponds lying within the boundaries of the Big Butte 

26 	 watershed as defined by the Medford Water Commission are exempt from 
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I 	 the withdrawal established under this section. Such water storage is subject 
to applicable permitting requirements. 

2 
3 	10. The legislature was unable to address this problem before the session was 

4  dismissed_ 

5  DATED this 	day of January, 2006. 

6 

7 	 Gary A. Harrington 

8  SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO Before me this 	day of January, 2006. 

9 

10 	 Notary for the State of Oregon 

11 	
My commission expires: 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 
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Spring,  1.3 
Spring 1000 
Runoff 1.1 
Rainfall 9 
Winter Runoff 5 or 6 
7 springs 2908 
2 springs, winter rainfall 4.5 
Runoff 17852 of 
underground spring 28000 of 
Pond #1 from pond #2 .08; .63; .5 
natural runoff 60000 of 
Brophy. ditch from 
N Fork Big Butte Crk. .25; 	.11 
Big Butte Creek .14 
Geppert Crk & McNeil Crk .424; .637 
Irrig.(EPID) to Butte Crk. .62; 	.10 
N.fork of Big Butte 1.98 
Springs 2.09 
Springs .10 
Springs .08 
Springs .323 
Springs .314 
Springs ,11 
Springs .42 
Springs' 02 
EPID, runoff to McNeil Crk .15 
EPID, runoff to McNeil Crk. .25 
Seasonal Runoff 8.4 
Runoff/ Quartz Crk./ McNeil 239580 
Runoff from rain .26 
Spring and Runoff 7200 cf 
Spring and Runoff 4 
winter runoff .0004588 
Spring-fed and runoff 43200 

No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
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P79728 
P79715 
P79080 
P78798 
P78798 
P78407 

P75013 
P77184 
P77891 

P77585 
P77544 
P77536 

1/4/95 
1/5/95 
3/16/95 
12/30/94 
1/3/95 
1/3/95 
11/4/94 
1/3/95 
1/3/95 
1/3/95 
1/3/95 
1/3/95 

Exempt 
Exempt 
Exempt 
Exempt 
Exempt 
Exempt 
Exempt 
Exempt 
Exempt 
rollover 2376 
Exempt 
Exempt 

Applicant File # Date 
Total of 40 exempted ponds 
Status 	Source 	 Capacity (acre feet) Approval from MWC 

within OWRD file 
Private 
#1 Kevin Smith 
#2 Chris Lewis 
#3 Brad Mitchell 
#4. Linda McLaughlan 
#5 Forestglen Lumber 
#6 Kenneth Christie 
#8 James Matthews 
#9 Winfred Prentice 
#10 Virginia Jones 
#11 James Lee 
#12 Frank Springer 
#13 Fred Labrasseur 

#14 Betty Draper P83388 - 2/3/97 Exempt 
#15 Harry Burns P83164 1/31/97 Exempt 
#16 Cleota Bush P83128 1/30/97 Exempt 
#18 Ardena Powers P82682 1/24/97 Exempt 
#19 Gary Higgins P82069-1 1/27/97 Exempt 

Gary Higgins P82069-2 1/27/97 Exempt 
Gary Higgins P82069-3 1/27/97 Exempt 
Gary Higgins P82069 -4 1/27/97 Exempt 
Gary Higgins P82069-5 1/27/97 Exempt 
Gary Higgins P82069-6 1/27/97 Exempt 
Gary Higgins P82069-7 1/27/97 Exempt 
Gary Higgins P82069-8 1/27/97 Exempt 

#20 David Ford P81783 12/23/96 Exempt 
#21 Elmo Ellerson P81782 12/23/96 Exempt 
#22 Charles Gordon P81415 12/7/94 Exempt 
#23 Daniel Ceghias P80775 12/26/95 Exempt 
#24 Darrel Campbell P79996 1/4/95 Exempt 
#25 Tim Farrell P79993 1/4/95 Exempt 

Tim Farrell (same) 1/4/95 Exempt 
tTi #26 Cody Rambo P79990 1/4/95 Exempt 

cD #27 James Dahl P79729 1/4/95 Exempt 
tea-  
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Applicant 
	

File # 	Date 
	

Status 	Source 
	

Capacity (acre feet) Approval from MWC 
within OWRD file 

BLM 
#1 Grouse Ridge Helipond P79293 
#2 Geppert Butte PC 	P82570-74 
#3 Upper Camp Creek PC P82570-94 
#4 Twincheria Quarry PC P82570-93 
#5 Jackass Creek #3 PC 	P82570-76 
#6 Fredenburg Helipond P82570-73 
#7 North Fork Big Butte #5 P82570-78 
#8 South Fork Big Butte PC P82570-90 
#9 South Fork Clark Creek P82570-91 
#10 Blue Cow Helipond 	P82570-66 

12/29/94 Exempt Spring .193 No 
1/28/97 Exempt Unnamed stream into McNeil Crk. .01 No 
1/28/97 Exempt Unamed stream into ,  Camp Crk. .003 No 
1/28/97 Exempt Ground water/spring into Twincheria Crk .38 No 
1/28/97 Exempt Unnamed stream into Jackass Creek .13 No 
1/28/97 Exempt Spring flows into Box Creek .17 No 
1/28/97 Exempt N. Fork of Big Butte Creek .05 No 
1/28/97 Exempt Unnamed flows into S. Fork Big Butte .01 No 
1/28/97 Exempt Unamed into South fork Clark Creek .07 No 
1/28/97 Exempt Unnamed into N. Fork Clarks Creek .63 No 

Forest Service 
None Applied for......37 ponds,& pumper stations listed on forest service maps 

cJ 
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Visually Identified Ponds 

Location OWRD 
Map Ref. Number & Name Owner (if known) Nearest County Rd Source permit/exemption 

* 1. G.G. Han-ington Crowfoot Rd Winter runoff Rescinded 
2. Elkridge Crowfoot Rd. Winter runoff Rescinded 
3. H2O Crowfoot Rd Winter runoff None 

A. 4. Goddens. Crowfoot Rd. Winter runoff None 
B. 5. Ashleys Crowfoot Rd Winter runoff None. 
C. 6. Mairsch Crowfoot Rd. Winter runoff None. 
D. 7. Grebb Lower Grebb Crowfoot Rd. Winter runoff None. 
E. 8. Grebb Upper, Grebb Crowfoot Rd. Winter runoff None. 
F. 9. Mailbox Crowfoot Rd Winter runoff None. 
G. 10. Old Hunts Crowfoot Rd. Winter runoff None. 
H. 11. next to hunts Crowfoot Rd. Winter runoff None. 
I. 12. Culvert rt. Side Crowfoot Rd. 	' Winter runoff None. 
J. 13. Alaska ' 	Crowfoot Rd. Winter runoff None. 
K. 14. Dans #1 Dan Crowfoot Rd Crowfoot Crk None. 
L. 15. Dens #2 Dan Crowfoot Rd.. Crowfoot Crk. None. 
M. 16. Indian Lake Pond Joel Hayward Crowfoot Rd. Winter runoff None. 
N. 17. Hichcocks Jane Hunt Netherlands Winter runoff None. 
O. 18. Derby 2 Derby Rd. Winter runoff None. 
P. 19. Derby 3 Derby Rd. Winter runoff None. 
Q. 20. Derby 4 Derby Rd. Winter runoff None. 
R. 21. Jonekisis #1 Jonekisis Neil Crk Rd Winter runoff None. 
S. 22. Jonekisis #2 Jonekisis Neil Crk Rd. Winter runoff None. 
S-1 23. Jonekisis #3 Jonekisis Neil Crk. Rd. Winter runoff None. 
T. 24. Alesado Alesad Winter runoff None. 
U. 25. Rocky Hill Buttefalls Hwy Winter runoff None. 
V. 26. Dark Hollow Dark Hollow Winter runoff None. 
W. 27. Tim's Tim Olson Cobleigh Winter runoff None. 
X. 28. Cobleigh#1 Cobleigh Winter runoff None. 
Y. 29. Cobleigh#2 Cobleigh Rd. Winter runoff None. 

C 
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Visually Identified Ponds (cont'd.) 

Location 
	 OWRD 

Map Ref. 	Number & Name Owner (if known) 	Nearest County Rd 	Source 	 perrnit/exemption 

Z. 30. Cobleigh#3 Cobleigh Rd. Winter runoff None. 
ZZ. 31. Cobleigh #4 (past Dunlops) Cobleigh Rd. Winter runoff None. 
a. 32. Travis's Travis Connick Thousand oaks Winter runoff None. 
b. 33. Hailickas Ron Hailacka Buttefalls Hwy Winter runoff None. 
c, 34. Rockys Rocky Buttefalls Hwy Winter runoff None. 
d. 35, Higgens Higgens Derby Rd. Winter runoff None. 
e. 36. Superior Lumber Superior Lumber Buttefalls Hwy Winter runoff None. 
f 37. Stritenbergs #1 Stritenberg Buttefalls Hwy Winter runoff None. 
g. 38. Stritenbergs #2 Stritenberg Buttefalls Hwy Winter runoff None. 
h. 39. Nichols Lowell Nichols Obenchain Rd. •Winter runoff None. 
i. 40. Rambos Cody Rambo Obenchain Rd. Winter runoff None. 
j. 41. Old Robertos Obenchain Rd. Winter runoff None. 
k. 42. Bonners Bob Bonner Neil Crk Rd. Winter runoff None. 
h. 43. Labrasseurs#2 Fred Labrasseur Cobliegh Rd Spring None. 
i. 44. Dunlops Howard Dunlop Cobleigh Rd. Winter runoff None. 

va 	̂c 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on January 3, 2006, I caused to be served true copies of the 
foregoing: AFFIDA VIT OF GAR YA. HARRINGTON IN SUPPORT OF PETITIONER 'S REPLY 
TO OWED 'S RESPONSE TO PETITIONER'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND 
RESPONSE TO OWRD'S CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT on the following 
attorneys of record by facsimile and by mailing a true copy thereof, contained in a sealed 
envelope, with postage prepaid, addressed to the last known address as shown below, and 
deposited at the post office in Portland. Oregon on said day. 

Camilla E. Johnston 
Assistant Attorney General 
Department of Justice 
1162 Court Street, N.E. 
Salem, OR 97301 
Fax: (503) 378-4968 

John R. Huttl 
City Attorney's Office 
411 West 8th  Street 
Medford, OR 97501 
Fax: (541) 774-2567 

DATED this 3rd day of January, 2006. 

I! L C^  
Daryl N. Cole, Paralegal 

Page 4 —AFFIDAVIT OF GARY A. HARRINGTON IN SUPPORT OF PETITIONER'S RESPONSE TO 
RESPONDENT CITY'S ORCP 47 MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

IM37458; C7T_An anC 1 

1915 NE 39th Ave. 
SCHROEDER 	P.O. Box 12527 
LAW OC. 	Portland, Oregon 97212-0527 

PHONE (503) 281-0100 FAX (503) 281-4600 
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